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How a White House
honcho became a
hypocrite in hot water

The state's best
in student
photojournalism

Family business
goes up in smoke
on the West Side

Page 15

Grads questio~
seating system

A fashion's future ...
Fashion Columbia 2003,
the seventh annual yearend fashion show, was by
many accounts the most
successful ever. Focusing
more on the avant-garde
and conceptual, the show
featured some 69 designs
by 27 designers.
The show opened with
Jennifer Harden' s skintight latex designs and
concluded with Dieter
Kirkwood's black shantung sillc avant eveningwear.
'The show was dynamic--dle level of creativity,
the silhouettes, the color
palettes, the texture, the
hemlines-! thought it
was an incredible show,"
said Lisa Newell, partJ
e marketing faculty.
Held twice on Thursday,
May 8 in an undeveloped
floor in the Ludington
Building, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave., the show was the
result of two semester's
work by Nena !von's
Advanced Fashion Show
Production class.
lvon
said Fashion
Columbia is the only student-<:onceived and -produced show of its kind.
-Michael Hirtzer
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Students concerned over plan for
overflow seating at commencement
By Chris Coates
News Editor
Despite reassurance by college officials that ticket
reservations for next month's commencement are running
smoothly, many graduating seniors are expressing confusion over what has become more than a yearlong process.
Some of the nearly I ,500 graduates have found that their
tickets are divided among two of three sites now housing
graduation audiences.
The misunderstanding stems from a series of passed
deadlines for those applying for commencement ceremony tickets.
The annual event is in the University of Illinois at
Chicago's 8,000-seat Pavilion, 525 S. Racine St. With a
22 percent increase in the number of students participating in this year's graduation ceremonies, college officials
were forced to create two overflow areas for friends and
family attending the June I event.

See TICkets, Page 6

SGA election turnout
tops national average
Heather Morrison'Chronicle

The fashion works of student designer Jennifer Harden are displayed as part of
Fashion Columbia 2003 on May 8. Further coverage of the event is in the Arts &
Entertainment section, page 21.

Faculty meetings look at pension
0
College estimates losses would
would have totaled $30 m illion by 2006
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Columbia's pension plan may be frozen, but collegewide meetings are heating up as faculty and staff gather to digest the implications of the action.
Mike DeSalle, vice president of finance, and Paul
Johnson, director of human resources, said in a series
of meetings beginning April 30 that a $9 million
deficit in the plan's funding has made it a financial liability. Johnson and DeSalle detailed the financial reasons for the plan change, a deficit mostly created by
the foundering stock and bond markets.
"The numbers speak for themselves," DeSalle told
the Chronicle. Projected losses in the corning three
years would total almost $30 million, according to
college officials.
Faculty members agreed that the problem demanded
a speedy solution.
"We know the reality of the situation," said Renee
Hansen, a faculty member in the English Department
and a Columbia College Faculty Organization leader.
"Columbia cannot sustain these losses." A CCFO
meeting on May 5 was scheduled to educate faculty on
the pension freeze.
"We want to ask, 'How do we define a good benefit
package?' " she said.
At the May 5 meeting, CCFO Treasurer and Film and
Video faculty member T.W. Li said strategies were discussed for dealing with the freeze.
"We want to build a broad coalition," Li said, one that
would include staff and department chairs, who are also
affected by the freeze. 1\vo members of the pension tiustee
board- Joan Erdman of the Liberal Education
Department and Angelo Luciano of the Arts,
Entertainment and Media Management Department- are
faculty members, and Hansen said the CCFO wants faculty to know they are well-represented.

Joan McGrath, administrative assistant to the Film and
Video Department chair, and a member of College
Council, said the school's staff has not yet met to discuss
its response. McGrath said staff members have expressed
a wide variety of responses to the freeze, but that overall
the attitude is positive.
'There's a lot of trust here," McGrath said. " [The staff]
feel like the people dealing with it have their best interests
at heart."
Li agreed, but said some faculty see the freeze as a
decrease in benefits.
"It's a slow erosion of what made this a nice place,"
he said.
Some faculty members also expressed disappointment
at the way the freeze was handled, according to Li. He said
many at the CCFO meeting wondered why the problem
had not been predicted sooner.
Johnson said he has heard this question from faculty, but
felt making a decision before official fmancial numbers
had come in would have been premature.
"What if the market did go up?'' Johnson asked.
"Hindsight is 20/20, but without hard numbers, you just
cause more speculating." He said Columbia did not have
the necessary statistics-employee payment records, a
portfolio assessment and interest rate assumptions-until
March of this year.
The spate of meetings will continue, said DeS aile, with
the pension trustee board scheduled to begin conferring
with the law and financial consulting finn of Piper
Rudnick about what a new plan might look like. At the
same time, independent verifiers will check the numbers
in Columbia's current pension plan.
As of yet, no decisions have been made on what kind of
plan might replace the current one, DeSalle said, nor is the
school leaning toward any particular style.
Possible plan changes could include a controversial cash
balance plan, a hybrid of the defmed benefit plan (like
Columbia's current plan) and the defined contribution
plan. Criticism of the cash balance plan centers on its age

See Pension, Page 6
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Student voters point to incentives
for participating in elections
By Lisa Balde
City Beat Editor
Although Jacking representatives in 10 of Columbia's
departments, last week's student govenunent elections
attracted more voters in the first day than most college
elections draw in a week.
More than 7 percent of Columbia's students had voted
for their departmental and at-large senators by Friday
evening, according to Student Government Association
President Gina Jiannuzzi- a number that not only surpassed last year's 7 percent turnout, but also beat the
national average of 5 percent.
Such a response initially came as a shock to Jiannuzzi,
who became the SGA's president two months into the
group's inaugural tenn this year when its original president resigned.
"I think it was a combination of things," she said of the

See Electioll, Page 3

Angela R. SimpsorVChronicle

Organizers of this year's Student Government
Association elections said turnout was above the nation·
al average. Voters, meanwhile, credit the outcome to the
free potato chips offered to participants.
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Around Campus-------Alfred Hitchcock's Rear Window will be screened
on May 12 at 6 p.m. in Room 504, at the 1104 S .
Wabash Ave. building. Karla Rae Fuller, a faculty
member in the Film and Video Department will
introduce the 1954 suspense drama.

Panel looks at Patriot Act
A panel discussion to examine the effect of the
Patriot Acts on the civil liberties, Social Justice and
Civil Liberties In These Times, will be held on May
12 in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The forum features Columbia faculty members
Louis Silverstein, Leonard Goodman and Jose
Lopez.
For more information on the free event, call (312)
344-7634.

Laughing at lunch•..
Also on May 12, the continuing TV Boxed Lunch
Series examines the work of the late '50s sketch
comedian Ernie Kovacs. The free event, "The Best
of the Ernie Kovacs Show" is at 12 p.m. in Room
703 of the 600 S . Michigan Ave. building, by artistin-residence Laura Levitt-Gamis and faculty member Luke Palermo.

Screening series continues
As part of the Wednesday Screening Series, the
Film and Video Department is presenting two productions on May 14. The University Film and Video
Association's Touring Festival of International
Student Film & Video is at 6 p.m. and Plays Well
with Others: Exploring Childhood through Playing
with Film is at 8 p.m.
Both free screenings are in Room 302 of the
1104 S . Wabash Ave. building. For more information·, call (312) 344-6708.

An Italian visit with Dizzy
Under the direction of Scott Hall, the Columbia
College Jazz Ensemble will present "Home From
The Vicenza Italy J azz Festival" on May 28. The 7
p.m. event features the music of Horace Silver,
Dizzy Gillespie and students Dan Saura and Mike
Matrasko.
The free concert is in the Concert Hall of the
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.

Artists displayed in library
The Spring/Summer 2003 installation of the Art
of the Library program, in Columbia's library at 624
S . Michigan Ave. will feature the works of Kristy
Bowen, Tracey Leonard, Jennifer Sauzer, John
West, Anna Seo, Jay Sato, Laure n Swihart,
Nassoma Verno n, Morgan Routson , Nikkie
Helyong Li and Emre Aslay.

Faculty member hits airwaves
Louis Silverstein, a faculty member in the Liberal
Education Department, will appear locally on CANTV on May 10 at 10:30 a .m. to disc uss his book
Living in Marijuana Consciousness.

Clarification
In an article published in the May 5 edition of the
Chronicle, ·college puts pe nsion on ice, · the
a mount of time required to be fully vested was
incorrectly identified as four years. The vesting procedure begins the fourth year of service, but does
not complete until the seventh year of service. The
Chronicle regrets the error.
'j//

"

If you. have an

upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 3«·7255.
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Cat Chow, a clothing designer who uses such materials as money and tape measures to create her designs, shows
slides of her work In the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on May 9. Her visit was sponsored by the office of Asian
Cultural Affairs as part of Asian American Heritage month.

Media mights discuss rights

Even though they are rarely spoken of, human and
civil rights in terms of race are still consistently violated and disregarded in everyday society, according to
a gro up of panelists who partic ipated in Dignity
Without Borders, last week's art, media and human
rights conference hosted by Columbia.
The panelists, who spoke at the "Civil Rights,
Racism and the Vestiges of Slavery" discussion at the
Chicago Hilton and Towers, 720 S. Michigan Ave.,
May 8, talked about how the violation of these rights
is due, in part, to a misrepresentation of different races
in the media.
Panelist Robert Starks, a professor at Northeastern
Ill inois University said that if the recent assaults at
Northbrook High School had involved black girls
instead of white girls, they would have been portrayed
as thugs and savages.
"lt's ... the underlying notion of white supremacy,"
Starks said. "It's the mother of all racism, and it has
infected the entire world. And you don't have to be
white to adhere to and to practice white supremacy."
But such misrepresentation is not only seen in the
news media, according to the panel. It exists in film
and television, as well.
Orlando Bagwe ll, the executive producer of a documentary series entitled Mailers of Race spoke of his
experience making a civil rights documentary in the
late '80s before the idea of discussing such a delicate
issue on TV was even considered.
Bagwell's series, Eyes on the Prize, almost didn' t
even make it onto the screen in 1987 because he said
there weren ' t enough people willing to support it.
"The fact is that you're seeing more people on television not because they're of a particular race, but
because they have a particular entertainment value,"
said panelist Alyce Myatt, the vice president of programming for PBS.
She cited shows like "Jerry Springer" that, she said,
don't value the diversity of its guests based on race,
but on how outlandish they will appear to an audience.
Hollywood has exploited Afncan-Americans so
much in the past, Myatt said, that the image of those

people as actual people-instead of the cri.minals,
gangsters and thugs they are often shown as-1s lost.
"I think we, as a people, have been bombarded ~ith
these things so that, to a certain extent, we &eheve
them," Myatt said.
Bagwell agreed. He said the media has a way of
overlooking race and racism, and no type of medium is
going to discuss how it's active in the lives of others
until someone else speaks out about it.
"Here's the irony of it," Starks said. "The most hated
group in the world are African-American males from
ages 12 to 35. They're also the most respected ... as
artists.
"You can love the art and destroy the creator," he
said.
The fateful words of Thomas Jefferson-"We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their creato~ wi~ certain unalienable rights, that among these are hfe, hberty
and the pursuit of happiness"- were cited to reiterate
their knowledge of rights violations in the 2 1st century.
Because racism is still so prevalent today, it needs to
be more widely discussed, they said.
"Somewhere we need to talk about the notion of race
and racism," he said. "But, it's difficult to find spaces
for that kind of thing on television."
Finding the access to that space where the civil liberty and human rights violations of African-Americans
can be shown and ingested by audiences is the key.
A large portion of African-American history ~d the
injustices it includes is not covered in the med1a, the
panel agreed, a trend that the television and film industries have defi nitely bought into.
"Many aspects of our 400 years of history in this
country hasn't occurred, because it hasn't been on
TV," Myatt said, pointing to the ignorance of the public for using the media as their only source of information.
The panel pointed out such crucial events as the
Harlem Renaissance and the anti-slavery movement
among women that were simply left undocumented
within the media.
Myatt, who left PBS this past weekend to join an
Internet company that foc~ses on the study of issu.es
like these sa1d that explormg venues of new med1a,
such as the Internet, would be beneficial in taking the
next step.
"I think that it is critical that public areas remain in
public trust," she said. "As a citizen of this country, it
1s incumbent upon you to make sure those areas
remain open to reflect our interests- to make sure
those public areas remain free."
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Columbia-sponsored event,
Dignity Without Borders, brings
panelists to discussions
By Usa Balde
City Beat Editor
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8-ball team looks to become fixture
0
Orga nizers aim
to make sports team
permanent at college

By Fernando Dlaz
Contributing Writer
Columbia is one of the country's foremost arts and communications colleges; it's not an
NCAA powerhouse. But times
·are changing, and Columbia's
first club basketball team will
take to the court next fall.
The dream of Brian Liedtke,
21, a senior sports marketing
major, and Nicole Lelito, 2 1, a
sports journalism major who
also manages the baseball team
with starting pitcher Brian
Kovar, is to provide a competitive environment for the score of
players who meet in the
Roosevelt University gym for'
intramurals and pickup games
week in and week out.
At a meeting last week to
recruit players, Liedtke said he
was hoping to "build some teafn
chemistry" before the season
began.
"The ultimate goal is to have

sports become a permanent fix- · said he had "been play ing a lot
ture at Columbia so you don't of pickup."
After Lelito's success managhave to worry year to year [if
they'll be back]," Liedtk«; said. ing the baseball team, faculty
To make that happen he and and administration have asked
Lelito have also established the her to start other teams, includChicago
Club
Basketball ing volleyball. " I would love to
Conference, extending invita- start other sports at Columbia,"
tions to at least six area colleges. she said. But for now, she is
Roosevelt and Columbia committed to making basketball
already play on eight intramural happen-both basketball and
teams, and Roosevelt has agreed baseball are coed. Lelito said
to group its best players as their she knows it's going to take a lot
of work to get the program off
club team.
Under NCAA rules, a team the ground.
The. first game of the season is
must exist as a club before it can
be considered a competitive a faculty versus student charity
event with half of the proceeds
sport.
To make the eight-week sea- going to the team, and the other
son happen, Liedtke and Lelito half to a charity that has yet to
are taking names and answering ·be determined . Fundiog for jerquestions. They want to use the seys and officiating games held
summer to solidify the confer- at the Roosevelt court will come
ence and .are shooting for the from the Student Organization
firs t team meeting to happen the Council.
With a summer left before
first weeks of the fall semester.
"I've been playing [basket- warm-ups and a so lid roster,
ball] my whole life," said Evan they are focused on getting playNimke,
a second-semester ers together. "If you know anyadvertising freshman. "You play body who wants to play, tell
when you're able," lie said. them," Liedtke told students
After missing the first semes- who came to the meeting on
ter' s worth of intramurals, he May 7.

Election
Continued from Front Page
turnout. "I think that it was that we
were giving out food, the word of
mouth and the signs around
school."
She also credited the SGA's
attempt to make itself known to .
students throughout the school
year, despite a number of obstacles that it had to overcome during this first year, as a major
factor, as well.
"It's not the quantity of the
things you do-it's the quality,
and I think that students saw the
few major things that the SGA
did, such as the president's
address, such as the computer
labs and the [proposals for] the
future amenities it will put in
place," Jiannuzzi said.
But, a majority of the voters
interviewed argued that it was
the free bags of potato chips the
SGA gave away at the polling
tables that attracted them.
Mark Jourdian, a sophomore
music business student, said the
chips were, indeed, the only
thing that made him even
approach the table.
.
"What's the point," he said.
"There were some departments
where there weren't even people
running. If there was no bag of
potato chips, I wouldn't have
voted."
And, for some, even the chips
weren't convincing enough.
"To be honest, I could really
care less," said Bobby Snipe, a
senior film student. " It seems
like the student government, as
a whole, hasn't really done a
whole lot. I haven't seen very
many changes during the last
five years that I've been here."
Views such as these were
common points of view that the ·
SGA had to listen to and deal
with not only during last week's
election, but also throughout the
last two semesters.
"SGA, to a lot of people, is an
enigma," said Dominic Cottone,
the
director
of
Student
Leadership. "And I think more .
and more people, when they
went up to the table and read the
pamphlets ... they started realizing what SGA is doing."
No matter what got them to
the table, students came out en
masse, lining up behind tables
set up at the 623 S. Wabash
Ave., 600 S. Michigan Ave., 731
S. Plymouth Court and II~ S.

Wabash Ave. buildings.
Voting numbers dwindled as
the week progressed, but
Jiannuzzi said she wasn't worried. And she was even less concerned with the reasons students
had for voting in the first place.
"If I can give you a bag of
potato chips and you'll vote, I'll
give you a bag of potato chips,"
she said, "because you're probably
voting
during
your
lunchtime anyway."
Even the students, including
the polling officers who operated the voting tables, were surprised at the amount of students
who participated in this election-the second of its kind for
the SGA.
.
" I think it's typical of artists
in general [not to vote]," said
Kelly Strycker, a photography
student who controlled the table
in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
building May 7. "We're not very
keen on governmental bureaucracy. I think it's very representative of artists and photographers not to care."
Marissa Boramer, 21 , a fiction
writing major, agreed with
Strycke r, but was more concerned with the process the SGA

used in holding the elections.
"You don't even know who the
people are or the position they' re
going to be holding," she said.
"They should have ran the pictures
of the people, what year they're in,
what position· they're running for
and what that position will do for
us."
Cottone acknowledged that perhaps the most confusing thing
about this term's elections was the
lack of publication of the candidates, and he said that that will be
one of the senate's major goals for
next year. He also said the senate is
considering holding next year's
elections online.
Although I 0 departments were
left un-represented last week,
Cottone and Jiannuzzi said that
they have received an overwhelming amount of interest from students about participating next year.
Next year 's senate, which wi ll
be announced May 12 through
an
advertisement
in
the
Chronicle, will formulate a selfnomination process over the
summer for those interested in
becoming senators. They plan to
fill the presently I 0 empty seats
within the first two weeks of the
upcoming fall semester.

Student Govt mrntnt Anoclatlon signa hang In the lobby
Wabash Avt . building on M1y ,9 lfttr 1 Melt of tltctlons.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Is affirmative action fair?
That's the issue that (most of) the Supreme Court is busy
thinking over. I'm pretty sure Justice Antonin Scalia made up
his mind on the case about 40 years ago, but the rest of the
justices are allegedly deciding whether or not it's fair (or constitutional) for the University of Michigan to consider race in
its admissions policy.
The Bush administration has come out against affirmati ve
action, and--surprise, surprise--filed a friend of the court
brief in favor of the students who brought the s"uit.
It's funny how conservatives don't care about fairness until
it's some over privileged white person being treated "unfairly."
What's "fair," anyway?
Is it "fair'' that women are paid 78 cents on the dollar?
Is it "fair'' that Americans are boycotting French paxlucts
because they don't like Jacques Chirac's foreign policy?
Is it "fair" that people who make hundreds of thousands of
dollars a year (at least) are going to benefit most from the
upcoming behemoth of a tax cut?
I don't know about you, but the thing preventing me from
investing in the stock market is not tax dividends. Have you
ever even heard of a tax dividend?
.
But when liberals bring up the inequities in the tax cut, ·
conservatives say we're practicing "class warfare." When it's
some white kid who didn't get into his first choice of colleges-well, my friend, that's our Constitution at stake!
On second thought, do you know what the civil rights
movement was?
Race warfare.
And what, pray tell, was our revolution fought over?
Tax warfare.
So, the next time someone calls you anti-American
because you hate George W. Bush, accuse him or her of
patriotic warfare.
. .
.
(I like to take the catchphrases the admmtstraiiOn uses and
tum them back around.)
It seems odd that our very busy, very victorious government cares so much that some black students are getting into
good schools that it manages to drag itself away from the
noble pursuit of terrorists long enough to get involved.
After all, none of them seem to have time enough to
answer our health care crisis, or deal with the pathetic state
of education in our country.
It's bizarre. No Bushies ever complained that the formation
of Israel was just reverse discrimination engineered to make
up for the Holocaust. No one ever says that it's not fair to the
poor Palestinians, who had absolutely nothing to do with the
slaughter of the Jews.
But the funniest (like funny weird, not funny ha-ha) part of
the whole affirmative action escapade was that military men
came into the Supreme Court to testify that they-Oh my
GOD!-supported affirmative action.
I would have loved to see the looks on some of the justices' faces when they realized that there were peoplewhite, privileged people, higtl up in the armed forces-who
thought diversity might be a good idea. That must have
floored Clarence Thomas, the only product of affirmative
action to ever come out strongly against the policy that got
him onto the bench in the first place. I mean, the police can't
give a soldier a parking ticket these days without being called
a traitor, so what kind of recourse doe~ the poor Supreme
Court have?
It's also a bit strange to me that the court has refused to
discuss one of the major issues related to the University of
Michigan policy. Under the point system the school uses, a
prospective student gets points for being academically successful, an athlete of note, from a rural area in Michigan, a
underrepresented racial group or a fami ly member of alumni
(.among a host of other factors). Why is it that the only preference we care about is race?
I don't see anyone beating down the doors to the Supreme
Court complaining that the students from rural Michigan who
got extra points are being unfairly helped.
Has anyone ever been peeved that it's always those dorks
with good grades who get into good schools? Is that somehow discrimination against the people who just happen to be
stupid?
Have you ever heard of a court case where someone sues
because an athlete got into a top school with sub-par grades
and a criminal record?
And that should be illegal.
I went to high school in a fairly small suburb of St. Louis.
Few of my fellow graduates got into Ivy League schools, but
our top-rated soccer star got flown to Stanford on their dime
and offered a full scholarship. He ended up going to Notre
Dame, but you get the point.
A friend of mine applied to Stanford that same year: a
woman, with fantastic grades and a truckload of extra-curricular activities who wanted to major in science. She got waitlisted. But then again, she can't kick a ball into a net.
You know what that is?
You guessed it-athletic warfare.
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Thursday, May 22, 4pm - 7pm
The Writing Center invites you to an Open House
celebrating the interdisciplinary artwork created
by students·in Introduction to Literature, Reading,
and Poetry classes, and also the Writing Center
Community of Writers.
Original Visual Art
Music
Video Screenings
Creative Non-Fiction and
Poetry readings
and ... Open Mic readings

This event will be catered by

J~.

Writing Center
33 East Congress, Suite 100
312.344.8129

h

···~··
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Pension
Continued from Front Page
discrimination, which kept older new retirement amount may be lower
workers from accruing benefits at the under a cash balance plan. Federal
same rate as younger ones. The IRS law prohibits employers from cutting
stopped approving cash balance plans back on benefits already accrued, but
in 1999 because of the discrimination employers may freeze an employee's
inherent in the plan.
benefits until they are equal to the
A defined benefit plan guarantees amount proscribed under the new
money upon retirement, and bases the plan.
amount paid out on the salary an
Proposed legislation by the Bush
employee had when he or she retires. administration would allow compaUnder cash balance pensions, howev- nies to once again switch to the cash
er, the amount is based on an average bal~ce pi~, as long as they elimi~te
yearly salary.
.
its d1scnmmatory aspects. But cnt1cs
Because older employees w1th say the rules for eliminating the dismany years of service tend to lea~e . crepancies are arbitrary and leave
making more money than they d1d much up to companies themselves.
when they began at the company, the
There are, however, some who see

the new cash benefit plans as potential
lifesavers to companies.
According to an IRS website,
Sylvester Schieber, vice president of
research and information for Watson
Wyatt Worldwide, a human resources
and benefits consulting firm, told the
IRS on April 9 that the defined benetit plans concentrate 80 percent of
benefits on fewer than 20 percent of
employees, and cash balance pension
plans solve those inequities.
Whatever plan the school decides
on it must submit the final proposal
to ihe IRS by Dec. 31, DeSalle said .
"It's not a big window, but it's certainly enough time to do it," he said.

With D.C.'s
help, program
becomes reality
0
Chicago congresswoman raises
$125K f or Columbia's new program
By Chris Papateodoru
Staff Writer
E llen Stone-Belie, a Co lumbia trustee, has been
involved in di scussions about women's studies for years.
When the idea to create a program that involved issues
of gender in the
presented it~elf•. it set t~e w~eels in
motion for what w1ll be the first cnslltute of cts kcnd-an
establishment that will promote an understanding of the
role gender plays in the arts.
"It was around the time that ·columbia was talking
about a need for capital campaign," Stone-Belie said. "I
wanted my contribution to be more specific and more
programmatic. All of that was coming to~ether at the.

ar:s

same time."
No

No

Employee

Employer

/1 funn ulu thar
includc.-s variou!' factors

Oldo:r woricmo who plan
to stay with lh<irjobs
for •longtime

/1 lbrmuln lhut

include~ variou.~

Wlni<Ct"f who would like tp ma"'=
their o"'n in\··esuneot decisions

facwn.

Yowrllcr workm
who plan co chantiC jobs
a numcroftlmcs
Asheligh Pacelli/Chronicle

Tickets
Continued from Front Page
Those overnow areas inc lude
UIC's s tudent center, directly across
Racine Avenue, along with a cent that
seats 1,200 in the Pavilion's parking
lot.
Yet last week, some students were
surprised to discover the tickets they
reserved were split among the three
sites.
College officials contend that the
disparity is the result of students
applying for tickets at different times.
A letter sent in February to all
Columbia senio rs from the Vice
President of Student Affairs Mark
Kelly said that those students who
applied for graduation by Feb. 28
would receive six tickets for the ceremony. Those applying late were told
they would get four tickets.
Kelly said in an interview with the
Chronicle that the first 1, 100 applicants for commencement tickets have
six tickets for seating inside the
Pavilion. Some 350 students-those
who applied late-have tickets that
are split among the three venues; four
in overnow areas and two inside the
Pavilion. The tickets do not reserve
specific seats. Kelly said the college
will utilize 7,100 seats inside the
Pavilion.
In past yean, the entire commencement ceremony was held within the
Pavilion. Kelly said the fact that
some students applied late for graduation coupled with an overall innux
of graduating students has res ulted in
the search for more space.
Students must re&ister for a graduation audit, the first step in the graduation process, more than a year
before graduation. The deadline for
applying for this year's graduation
was April IS, 2002. At that time, studen~$ Indicated whether they planned
to participak 111 the ceremony. Those
students who Indicated yes reserved
~ix ti~et~ in the Pavilion, tK:COrdin~
Jill Sllml!le.,, an offteial in the office
of the viu pre•ident of Student
AfTa1" 'f he deadline for ticket re'ICrvation~ wa.. po'hcd forward n1ne
mootm. to l'eb. 28, to otTer students
the chan«: to apply

All three sites will be equipped enough fo r someone who just barewith monitors telecasting the com- ly passed their courses," said
mencement proceedings from within Tyresha Mcfadden, in an e-mail to
the venue. Kelly said that at most the Chronicle. Mcfadden is searchlarge commencements, the audience ing for 14 tickets on the college's
looks at the television monitors-not "Seniors Only Ticket T&ade
the actual ceremony.
Board." The message board gives
"The people in the tent and in the s tudents a chance to otTer unused
overnow space will see the same tickets to those who need them .
sized screen," Kelly said. "They ' II However,
the
overwhelming
see their graduate the same way as in majority, like Mcfadden, are
the Pavilion, because the way you see searching for leftover tickets.
them is on the screen--that's where
" I am someone," she wrote,
they come to life."
"who has been a Co lumbia student
In fact, Kelly said that Columbia's · s ince 1997, st ruggled, and has
offer of six tickets is higher than most prove n to myself and others that I
to
DePaul am [deserving) of more tickets."
schools,
poi nting
Uni versity's allotment of what he
Most e ntries on the board point
said were two tickets per student. out that they are a first generation
However, DePaul's website said that college s tudent, a point that is
seating at all seven of the university's echoed by Kelly.
commencement ceremonies-at the
In the case of Tim Tostma, a
Allstate Arena and Civic Opera g raduating graphic design major,
House- "is open and no tickets are he's havihg a hard time deciding
required, first come first served ." who will be inside and out. "My
Likewise, seating for Univers ity of parents are going to be pissed," he
Illinois at Chicago's commence- said, noting he expects that his
ment ceremonies-which, like wife, in- laws, parents and grandColumbia, are housed in the parents will be attending the cerePavilio n- are a lso offered on a mony. " I mean, I wish. It would be
first come, first served basis. nice if they'd be able to see it. I
Northwestern University's com- think they'd want to actually see
mencement ceremony, in the instead of on TV."
school's football stadium, dispersIt is a point felt by those who
es tickets in a simi lar fas hion for organized the event.
four tickets.
"Obviously, there's been some
All three schoo ls, with student upset people because they felt they
populations upward of three times had registered in time for graduaColumbia 's, offer overnow s pace tion," sa id Martin Flanigan, a temwith television monitors. DePaul porary worker assigned to di striband Northwestern universities are ute tickets to graduates. "There's
delivering a live webcost of the been a coup le of p,eople who huve
commence ment
ceremonies. been really angry. '
Columbia will also web cost its
Un like most college com mencegraduation.
ments, Columbia's undergraduate
" It is a g reat ceremony," Kelly s tudents ore not divided into
said. " We're pulling out all the sc hools for con vocatio n. Each
stops to make it wonde rful and department has scheduled various
we're also making it so thnt every- cvc niS to honor their students,
one in the lwo other spaces feel us mu lnly durln11 this
month's
much o part of th is as those who Mnyfcst celebrutlon. In past years,
(are) in the ceremony itself."
Columbl u 's tommcncomen t hns
Student., however, hnvo n differ• lu~tcd upward of three hours.
ent opinion.
1../su /Jultl<• culllrlbull!tf IQ thl.t
" I feel chnt s ix ticket' is only r~purl

·

The plan was made official when Stone-Belie recently
announced the creation of the Institute for the Study of
Women and Gender in the Arts and Media.
According to its mission statement, the institute was
-created to research and document women's contributions
in interpreting, communicating and shaping historic and
contemporary culture through the media and arts.
·
"I hope it wi ll be a number of things," said StoneBelie, a psyc hotherapist who has been a part-lime teacher
at Columbia for 19 years.
" I was researching and realized there was n't any institute for the study of women and gender in the arts and
media. Because it's the only institute of its kind, I hope it
will both contribute to researc h and attract scholars."
Stone-Belie also hopes it will create programs and
build partnerships w.itiT other ins titutions and colleges in
the city and abroad.
To help fund the institute, the Stone-Belie family
donated $100,000, which will be allocated over a span of
five y ears. In addition, U.S. Rep. Jan Schakowsky {DEvanston), who Stone-Belie said was instrumental in
helping to make the institute a reality- was able to
secure S 125,000 in federal funding, which will be allocated over three years.
According to individual donor records obtained by the
Chronicle, Stone-Belie donated $750 to the nonprofit
group Emi ly's List, which endorsed Schakowsky. Two of
Columbia's highest paid faculty members have also
donated to Schakowsky campaigns.
Since September of 1999, Zafra Lerman, department
head of the Science Institute, has contributed $2,500 to
Schakowsky, the records show. Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter and former President John Duff have
also donated to the campaigns.
Politics aside, Columbia's associate academic dean,
Christine Somervill, who has been involved with the
planning of the institute, said that it ~ill benefit
Columbia because "students and faculty w1ll have the
chance to work and research projects concerning gender
issues...
Somervill also reiterated what Stone-Belie said: The
institute will generate information and knowledge in the
arts and media.
The plan is for the institute to be organized around four
central activities: research- the institute touts itself as a
focal point for collaborative research in advancing
women's studies in the media and arts; curriculum and
resource deve lopment~ducational resources will be
available; public programs - the plan is to host conferences and public performances around themes that influence women and gender issues; and artists-in-residence -where an international female artist will be invited to spend a year with Columbia, producing her own
work and teaching semi nars.
The institute will help develop a curriculum for education and serve as a resource to other schools to provide
gender-focused curriculum materials. But it's still in its
early stages.
Stone- Belie said, "we have a job description [for director] and we're about to finalize the position description
and start sending that out."
Since Columbia's School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
is developing a minor in women and gender studies,~
has been some confusion between that and the Institute
for the Study of Women in Media and the Arts.
"One Is an academic proaram within the c:ollep,"
Stone-Belie said. ''A'nd the o ther is a frec-s ttlndina insti·
tutc. If the center just acts connecttd with one c:olleac,
that would defeat the purpo c. It's not under any one col·
leae."
•
Stone-Belle said she hopes to have some roprem~taUOn
"from oil of the schools t'ronl a eommittee or advisory
bourd" thut would work with the Institute.
"It's importlll11to haven colleaewh!e c:omnlunkation."
she 1111id.
omcrvlll added: "(Thll Institute} l 11 Q()tltribullon 10
the collc»e nnd beyund.•·
- Chris Cmu s t'IJttirlhut~l tu till$ rtp0rt
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Fischetti nets $10K for journalism scholarship
0 Carter, dean bid on editorial
cartoons; funds to benefit students

By Nicole Caraglannldes
Staff Writer
Winners of the 21st Annual Fischetti Award editorial ca'"!oon competition were honored at a May I
· receptiOn that ra1sed $10, 170 from the sale of tickets,
artwork and note cards. The funds benefit the
Fischetti Scholarship Fund, a scholarship for
Columbia journalism students.
The award was named after John Fischetti a
Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonist ~ho
worked for the Chicago Sun-Times, Chicago Daily
News and The New York Herald Tribune.
The reception included a silent auction that featured
original signed works of past Fischetti Award winners
and noted editorial cartoonists.
"I'm amazed how relevant the older cartoons are to
today," said Columbia board of trustee member
Sydney Smith Gordon.
.
The highest bid went to a cartoon about slain Wall
Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, drawn by this
year's first place winner, Bruce Plante. The cartoon
went for $610. Karen Fischetti, wife of the late John
Fischetti, was among the guests at the benefit.
"I think this is a very successful event. Everyone
has worked very hard," Fischetti said.
Plante, a member of the Chattanooga Times Free
Heather Morrison/Chronicle
Press editorial staff and the president of the Bruce Plante, who received the 21st Annual Fischetti award for his editorial cartoon in the Chattanooga Times Free
Association of American Editorial Cartoonists, won Press (above), in a moment with Karen Fischetti, the widow of the award's namesake. The reception-on May 1 in
this year's Fischetti honors for his commentaries on Columbia's library, 624 5. Michigan Ave.-featured auctions of national editorial cartoons and Fischetti's own works.
DNA testing and death row inmates.
"Three hundred and fifty students have been helped
In the cartoon, a news reporter is on camera saying is like a grand slam," Plante said.
Chris Britt, of the State Journal-Register, took home by virtue of the scholarship, and to have it honor
" Yet another DNA tes t has proven the innocence of a
Fischetti
is very important," said President Warrick L.
death row inmate ... he's being released as we speak." the second place award. His cartoon tackled the issue of
In the background, a woman is pouring out ashes from Catholic priests and sexual abuse. The cartoon shows Carter. Carter put his money where his mouth was,
the Pope handing over a child to a pedophile priest with outbidding other Columbia facultY members during
an urn.
the live auction of three original signed John Fischetti
According to Plante, winning the Fischetti Award the caption "Everybody deserves a second chance."
In his speech, Britt quoted Picasso, saying cartoons. The cartoon purchased by Carter depicted a
adds credibility to a cartoonist, as it awards hard-hit"'Painting should not be done to decorate the walls, gun with a cork in it being held by an arm with the
ting cartoons with substance.
"Having done 5,000-cartoons and having one rec- but it should wage war against the enemy. • I think label PLO. At the bottom it said, "Terrorism days are
ognized is not a good record, but [the Fischetti Award] that's what more editorial cartoonists should do when over- Arafat."
they are creating their work,"
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EARLY REGISTRATION
for Fall 2003
Continuing Degree
Seeking Students

May 5-May21

Registration for the Fall 2003 semester will take place on the new Oasis system.
Students must meet with their faculty advisor for a registration clearance in advance
of their scheduled registration time. Registration times and locations have been mailed
and are also on student's Oasis email. Time slots have been assigned according to academic standing. Registration can take place on or after the scheduled time. Students
must have their Oasis logon and password at the time of registration. Unde rgraduate
students-at-large register during open registration in September. Contact the records
oHice if you have any questions regarding registration.
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New lifestyle. Same you.

Affordable highrise luxuzy! Steps from Columbia! • Home)', spacious apartments with luxUiy features • Floor-to-ceiling windows
• Steps from tile Loop, Grant ParK. the Lake, Soldier Field, Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants and the Auditorium Theatre
• Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaff • Laundzy facilities • Indoor parking • Incredible views
• 2 East Eighth St. • Open Monday-Friday, 10-6; Saturday, 11-5; Sunday 12-5. (312) 939-7000.

Q Professionalfy
Iii& Managed by Metroplex

Convertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $1040/mo. Two bedrooms from $1340/mo. 1 month free rent for May move-ins.
Prices and availability subject to change. Photo does not depict actual apartment.

Bring in this coupon and receive a FREE pack of pills
or a Nuvaring • with a birth control consultation visit.
Up to $21 in savingsll
Cost d

off~ee visit

not included. New customers only. Coupon must be prrsented
at time of visit Valid at Loop locat~n only. bpi res June IS, 2003.

Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue, 6th Floor
(3 12) 592-6700

Call first for an appointment

fFil Plaf)nned Parenthood@
II~

ch;cago area
www.plannedparenthoodch icago.com
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UCLA evaluating whether
to ban students from
SARS-affected countries
0
University could lose
up to $2 m illion as a
result of the ban
By Jennie Herrlot
Daily Bruin (U. California-Los Angeles)

to handle a SARS outbreak on campus
as their chief motivation in enacting
this policy.
It's not entirely clear what the effects
of a ban on students from SARS-affected countries would have on UCLA .
Julie Jasko! , manager of public
affairs for UCLA Extension, said during the summer, Extension usually
hosts about 100 students from countries currently affected by SARS,
though she said that these students
don't represent the "lion's share."
"Certainly a hundred s.t udents represents a fi nancial loss," Jasko) said.
Extens io n's American Language
Center would probably be affected the
most, Jaskol said.
Lawrence Gower, director of the
Office of International Students and
Scholars at UCLA, said that such a ban
on students enrolling in the fall- not
the summer- would have a noticeable
impact on UCLA.
"It would affect the overall posture
of UCLA as an international institution," Gower said.
Gower said it is hard to speculate,
but since a large proportion of international students in his program are from
Asia, a ban on students from countries
with SARS would affect research
efforts and teaching.
The Office of International
Students and Scholars enrolls about
2,500 international students and about
the same number of scholars in
UCLA undergraduate and graduate
classes and programs.
SARS, a respiratory ailment that
has surfaced in Asia, North America
and Europe, has sickened 7,000 people and killed 500 people worldwide.
The CDC has issued travel advisories for China, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Taiwan. Travel alerts
have been enacted for Hanoi, Vietnam
and Toronto, Canada, meaning travelers in these locations should take precautions to maintain their health.
A new study of SARS in Hong
Kong found that 20 percent of people
who are hospitalized for SARS die
from it, while more than halfofSARS
patients who are over 60 years old die.

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES-The
University of California, Berkeley' s
recent ban on students from SARSaffected countries studying at the campus this summer has members of the
local community wondering if
Univeristy of California-Los Angeles
will make a similar announcement.
In a May 6 statement, UCLA officials said they are still considering
whether to instate a comparable ban
and that they will "coqtinue to monitor
the situation" with the L.A. County
Department of Health Services.
DHS does not currently think such a
ban is necessary, the statement said.
UC-Berkeley Chancellor Robert
Berdahl announced May 2 that students
from four SARS-affected areas in Asia
would not be allowed at the university's summer session.
The UC Office of the President followed UC-Berkeley's announcement
by issuing its own recommendations on
May 5. UCOP suggested that officials
from each campus "strongly consider''
holding off on programs that include
students from SARS-affected countries.
UCOP also advised students and faculty against traveling to regions where
SARS is prevalent while the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention's
travel warnings are in effect.
A CDC official said May 6 that UCBerkeley's situation is unique because
the number of students planning on
coming to Berkeley from SARS-affected countries is unusually high.
About 600 students from areas such
as China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore who were to enroll in UCBerkeley's English Language Program
will be affected.
llle university said it may lose up to
$2 million as a result of the ban.
UC-Berkeley officials cited their
With reports from Daily Bruin wire
worry that they would not be prepared services.
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Meet the new,
can-do generation
0
Forty percent of people
ages 1.5 to 25 reported volunteering in t he past year
By Tania Deluzurfaga
The Orlando Sentinel
(Kitl1

ORLANOO, Fla-Meet Generation

Fix.

youths and adults volunteered last month,
participating in !5 1 projects that ranged from
collecting food for the homeless, to making
cards for senior citizens, to recording a CD of
patriotic music for troops overseas.
"It's a great day, but it's only one day," said
Chiis Allen, director of Hands On Orlando.
"These types of projects are happening evety
day."
The organization coordinates volunteer
activities with hundreds of nonprofit groups
throughout Central Florida. Participants simply go to the organization's website and sign
up for a volunteer activity that interests them.
· "We help kids understand com munity
issues and the power they have to make a difference," Allen said.
These aren' t just students who are cleaning
up parks or volunteering because they have
to, said Wendy Lesko, head of the Youth
Activism Project in Washington, D.C., and
author of the book Youth!: The 26 Percent

They are young people with a sense of
social responsibility and empo:overment who
are making their mark by solvmg problems,
not causing them .
They are children such as Morgan Wel~h
and Sarah Sheibenberger, a couple ofVolus1a
County, Fla., 9-year-olds who wanted to help
raise money for the DeBary Art League. The
pair started the Can Do <;ans Clu.b and has
raised abo ut $500 collectmg alummurn cans
Solution.
during the past nine months.
"Young people are pursuing long-lasting
"It's fun helping people," said Morgan,
who hit upon the idea after attending the art community change,"-she said.
Although schools and civic groups have
league's summer program. "I thought it was
sad they didn't have their own building and I long encouraged students to perform community
service, youths today have taken volunwanted to help them."
Morgan and Sarah are just two of more teering to a new level, tackling social probthan 72 million youths under age 25 in the lems the way they once approached littered
nation, a group that is taking charge and parks and canned food drives.
''There is this animated and passionafe genaddressing problems within their com':"unities in numbers as never before. Accordmg to eration of kids walking around with all sorts
a · study last year by the Center for of ideas in their heads," Rusch said. "All it
Information and Research on Civic Learning takes to get them out is a question."
The movement is starting in homes and in
and Engagement, 40 percent of people ages
15 to 25 reported volunteering in the past schools, experts said. Today, 96 percent of all
school
districts in the nation offer some ty~
year, cbmpared with 32 percent of Gen-Xers
\ of community-service activity, up fro~a 7
and 32 percent of baby boomers.
And that figure doesn't include preteens percent of districts in 1985, according to lie
such as Morgan and Sarah, because most National Service-Learning Clearinghouse, a
studies don't track the efforts of people that national service-learning resource center in
young even though elementary and middle Scons Valley, Calif. Nationwide, 18 percent
school students are a big part of Generation of all school districts require students to ' do
Fix, said author Elizabeth Rusch, who coined some community service, though many stuthe phrase in 200 I while interviewing youths dents also serve in order to be elig ible for
scholarships.
. _·
ages 8 to 18 for her book of the same title.
The requirements don't make students any
"Youth is the hope oftoday, not tomorrow,"
said Steve Culbertson, president of the less enthusiastic about the projects, Allen
Washington, D.C.-based Youth Service said. Rather, requirements are a good way to
America, a resource center for youth-focused get students involved in their communities.
"Usually the volunteering starts out as a
volunteer organizations. "They have incredirequirement," he said. "Once they get a taste,
ble assets: energy, idealism and creativity."
they
see how they can make a difference and
In Central Florida, Hands On Orlando
boasts the largest National Youth Service Day
contingent in the nation. More than 21 ,000

Diet, caffeine pills pose health risk, experts say
0
The feds stopped regulating overthe-counter supplements in 1994
&ynm Mcilvain
Daily lllini (U. Illinois)
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111.- Diet and caffeine pills
might seem like the perfect solution for busy college students who want to shed a few pounds quickly, but according to experU, the pills are often mislabeled and could
pose health risks.
Both prescription and over-the-counter drug.s attract
people who seek "quick fixes" to their weight problems,
but neither offer permanent results, said Kelfy Tappenden,
a University of Illinois professor of nutrition.
The government does not place regulations on the
ingredients or use of many weight loss pills, so the
appetite suppressants and stimulants co mmonly labeled as
weight loss supplements do not warn users about the
potential health problems that could result from taking the
drug~~. Some weight loss pills cau1e depression, anxiety
and heart problems, she said.
" <;orne may be effecti ve in the short term, but If people
dvn 't exerci~~e, then they 'll ¥l!in weight agai n-unless yo u
take them for the ret ! of your life," she said.
llerlrdl supplements for wei" ht loss ullcn include cal~
feinc, ephedra or other ne rvous system stimulants thut
could cau'l<: illnen, said IJcm t uyman, al~u u uni versity
prufeu o r of nutrition.
The stimulant ephed ra, the must co mmonly puhllc i1A:d

"I stoppea when the stories
came out. If it works, it's
great. But if it kills you, it's
not worth it."
- Melinda Trent, senior
and widely used weight loss supplement, has been linked
with illness and death, Tappenden said.
People, however, continue to usc it as a "quick fix" to
weight loss, she said.
The federal government stopped regulating over-thecounter supplements in 1994 following the passage of the
Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act,
Tappenden said. The act permits drugs labeled as supplements to be sold over-the-counter without government
regulation, resulting in an abundance of non-prescription
dietary supplements. She said ephedra was initially sold
as a weight loss supplement for the controversial weight
loss drug Fen- Phen.
Richard Price , spokesman fo r the Ephedra Education
Council, said more than 3 billion servings of ephedra arc
consumed by Americuns yearly, offering on effective solution to America's growing we ight problem. He said quality regulutlons arc olreudy in effect, und thnt Industry stan·
dards arc enforced "vlsorously."
For students lik e Mclindu Trent, senior In LAS, n supplement culled Xcnndrlne was the solution. Ephedrn, tho
muin Ingredient In Xcnndrlno, works with cnfl'o lno to
increase thcnnugenesls In the body, nccordhtll to their

website. Thermogenesis is the process of converting food
into heat before it can be stored as fat.
"Honestly, I did notice a difference," Trent said. ~I
stop~d when the stories came out. If it works, it's great.
But 1f it kills you, it's not worth it."
Ephedra can have potentially dangerous side effects,
such as cardiac abnormalities, reduction of hydration status and death, Tappenden said .
"It's very dangerous and easy to get carried away,"
Trent said. "I told people I was doing it, so I had that
accountability."
Despite an increase in energy and weight loss, Trent
said she stopped taking Xenadrine because she started
exercising regularly and did not think it was worth the
risk.
"Doctors will just tell you to go exercise," Trent said.
" Everything's a quick fix and you try it."
The companr that makes Xenadrine also offers
ephedra-free we1ght loss pills called Xenadrine-':'FX.
There tllll still questions regarding any we1ght loss
drugs' safety and long-term effectiveness, Layman said.
"If anyone had a good solution, we'd all be thi n," he
sai~
Price said ephedra is a powerful tool in fighting o~sl
ty offering a better alternative to the serious health nsks
th~t accompany obes ity. More than SO scicnti llc studies
have concluded that there was no serious adverse: health
effect from ephedra, according to Ephedra Edll(ation
Council's website.
Slim Mints, which have recently appeared In CIUllpus
sns stutlons, contain the sloann "Slim Mints -Lose
0
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Fraternities find fault in MTV
reality show at Illinois State U.
0
Frat members say show does
not accurately depict Greek life

"Fraternity and sorority
members are in a fishbowl
and they do not know what
they look like."

By Josh Britton
The Reveille (Louisiana State U.)
(U- WIRE) NORMAL, 111.-MTV's "Fraternity Life"
is stirring up controversy O!) college campuses across
the country.
"I often think that people misinterpret what greek life
is all about," said Marion Webb, the adviser to the
Alpha Phi Alpha chapter at Illinois State University.
"If you look beyond . the surface and see the true
essence of greek life, a lot of people's perceptions
would be different. "
The show, which is supposed to give a real life look
into what it is like to be a pan of a greek organization,
focuses on the drinking, hazing and other illegal aspects
rather than positive aspects, according to co-founder of
Greek 101 Brett Radmin.
" It is always easier to criticize someone than to sit
down and try to find something good," he said.
What MTV shows is not even remotely close to what

- Brett Radmin, cofounder of Greek 101
Greek life is all about, Phi Kappa Alpha alumnus Tim
Kennedy said.
" If any guys in our house acted like that, we would
.
slap them across the face," .he ~aid .
Being a pan of a frate m1ty 1s also about commumty
service and participating in events as a group, Kennedy
added.
According to Webb, he is certain his frate~nity would
say no if MTV or anyone wanted to do a reahty show on
their organization.
.
.
,
"What Alpha Phi Alpha does 1s our busmess, he
commented.
"As (a] black greek organization, we hold our history

U. Wisconsin officials
prep for next Halloween
0
More than 100 officers were
involved in last Halloween's riots
By Michelle Orris
Badger Herald (U. Wisconsin
(U-WIRE) MADISO!'<, Wis.-A group~ of city
officials, business owners and police came together
May 6 to discuss strategies to calm the masses of
University of Wisconsin students and visitors on
State Street next Halloween night and prevent disturbances like last year's riots.
The group discussed making Halloween an ali-day
event and debated whether the spread-out alcohol
consumption would mellow the crowd and tum the
holiday weekend into an event like the Mifflin Street
Block Party.
·
LaMarr Bill ups, interim adviser to Mayor Dave
Cieslewicz, attended the meeting and said an ali-day
event might help compose the street's atmosphere,
although he didn't th ink it would do so this year
with Halloween landing o n a Friday.
"If activities started early, by the end of the day a
lot of folks would be tuckered out," Billups said.
"At the next meeting we wi ll talk to the university
about how they can participate and coordinate activities."
He said he hoped the university would provide
alternatives for partiers to "spread out the crowd" so
the police could implement more control over the
disturbances.
Billups said the pol ice force plans to change its
enforcement strategy next Halloween. ·
" They wi II have a three-day plan for Thursday,
Friday imd Saturday," Billups said. "Even though

Friday is Halloween, Saturday is always the big
party day." .
Police called on more than I 00 officers last
Halloween to quell the riots.
Bi llups said the task force would meet once a
month until Halloween, with more meetings in
September and October as the holiday draws near.
The group discussed ways to better tune in to the
students so they know in advan~e when most of the
parties wi II be, as well as discern where students
are imbibing a lcohol in order to curb the amount of
consumption.
The task force also discussed holding a neighborhood meeting prior to Halloween, as currently done
for Mifflin Street residents prior to the block party.
The task force's next meeting is slated for June.
Po lice in itiated the group discussions last month to
prepare for the Halloween weekend.
Halloween night on State Street was relatively
peaceful for three decades until last October, when
the po lice wore riot gear and used tear gas to break
up crowds that were smas~i ng windows, lighti.ng
fires in the street and throwmg bottles at the pohce
around 2 a. m. Sunday morning. The riot began
when. someone knocked out a UW senior in a white
bunny costume. Police said they cleared the crowd
from the 500 block of State Street by 5 a.m., but.the
masses spread through the rest of State Stree~ and
onto Gi lman Street, continuing to create a disturbance.
Out of a crowd of 65,000 on State Street that day,
pol ice arrested I 6 people, and ?amage t.o State
Street busi nesses totaled $2 I ,000 m vanda lism and
stolen property. City officials agreed that
Madison students were not to blame for the nots,
but rather the vis itors from o ut of town. No UW
students were arrested for the rioting. The violence
injured several students and 13 officers.
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and our tradition near and dear and I highly doubt that
any of us would allow anyone to do a showab'?ut us."
By giving a skewed view to what Greek hfe IS about,
according to Radmin, MTV can potentially affe.ct ~ny
one who wants to be or is a pan of a Greek organ1zat10n.
"The show's not an accurate cross section that a person might generally expect to find in fraternity or sorority life," he said.
.
.
.
.
According to Webb, h1s fraternity, for .mstance, 1s
involved in continuing excellence among 1ts members
as well as promoting educational, economic, political
.
and social injustices.
The media is a big reason why people have a negative
perception of greek life, Webb added.
"There are several other programs that Alpha Phi
Alpha does that have to do with educational, ec~:momic,
social and political empowerment that the med1a never
want to report on," he said.
" But as soon as they hear of a hazing incident or
something negative with a Greek organization, they
want to run a story."
The reality show does not have to be completely negative, Radmin said. Instead, the actions of those on the
show can be used as an example to some greek organizations.
" Fraternity and sorority members are in a fishbowl
and they do not know what they look like," he said.

Generation
Continued from Page 10
they want to stay involved." ·
A study last May found only 14 percent of students who volunteered said they did so because they had to. Most sa1d they volunteered because someone else, such as a church or family member,
asked them to help.
That was the case for 19-year-old Erica Jones. Besides being the
youth spokeswoman for Hands On Orlando, the University of
Central Florida student is in the school's LEAD scholar program,
which combines community service and leadership development
classes. She started volunteering in middle school because her mother asked her to accompany her to homeless shelters and Habitat for
Humanity projects.
.
.
"It was getting out of bed that early m the mommg that -:vas ~e
hard part," she said. "Once I got there, I always had a good time.
Jones continued volunteering in college, "because it doesn't feel
like work. It feels like fun and you know you made a difference."
Youth service starts early and leads to greater involvement in the
future; 66 percent of adults who volunteer now started volunt~eri~g
as youths according to a study by Independent Sector, a coaht1on m
Washingt~n, D.C., of more than 700 national nonprofit organizations.
.
However, although volunteering has increased during the past 20
years, voter turnout for people age 18 to 24 has dropped 15 percentage points, according to the Center for Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement.
Service has become the politics of Generation Fix, Culbertson
said.
.
"Many young people see service as an alternative to vot!ng
because they're disgusted with the system," he said. "They thmk
their vote has no impact, where service does. There's no question that
.
. .
there's a danger to that."
Getting youths to see the connection between com~umty p~ICI
pation and public policy will be k.ey to increasing poht1cal partiCipation among young peopl~, he sru?. One~ . that happens, Cu.lbertson
predicts political reformat1on that 1s sens!t1ve to ~1g-mooey mterests
and cares about fairness, equality and domg the nght thmg.
"We're going to see a generation of politicians that will turn the
politics as we know it upside-down," he sa1d.

Pills
Continued from Page 10
Weight & Freshen Your Breath With One Mint" and add to the growing list of dietary supplements available to students.
.
"There are certainly a lot of companies that -:vant to find the ma~1c
bullet," Layman said. "I don' t think th~re w1ll ever be a solution
where you can eat as much as you want.
·
"The problem with supplements is that you don't always get
what's advertised," Tappenden sa1d.
Price said weight loss pills are safe as long as they are taken as
directed, no more than 25 mg. per serving an~ no more than I <J:O mg.
per day. Many products also suggest discontlnumg after a penod of
three weeks, he said.
. . ..
As an alternative to weight loss pills, Layman sa1d d1et1t1~ recommend a combination of calorie control, diet and exercise. W.1thout
proper weight loss techniques, the weight will come back, h~ sa1d .. He
said he was skeptical about successful future developments m we1ght
loss pills, and said there is no fast solution.
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Week 3 and 4 HIGHLIGHTS · MAY 12-23, 2003
> Senior Recital

> Senior Recital: Jim Mullen: 6pm

Recital: Colin Bradford: 12:3<>pm
> Music Center, 1014 S. Mlchlllan, Concert Hall

Through June 2

> Senior Showcase Reception 6prn: Screening 6:30pm :

> Undergraduate

The Television department's annual jurted screening
of lnnovaUve new video work from ~traduating seniors,
featurtng the newest and best documentary, comedy,
video art and music video.

Through May 15

> Senior Di rect i ng Project: Anything for You
and Andre's Mother: Dimctcd

by

J.P. Menou

Graduating seniors in the Directing Program of the
Theater Department mount directing projects.
> Classic Studio Theaters, 72 E.11th
Call 312-344-6101 for times.
Through May 31

>

Creativity with a Conscience: open exhibit
Senior Seminar presents award-winning Student
Vision Projects from the Alexandroff Exhibit
> · 623 s. wabash, 2nd noor display cases

> Senior

Sarah Kate Jilek: 7:30pm

> Music Center, 1014 s. Michigan, Concert Hall

Aaron Ackerson: 12:30pm

Photography Exhibition
BFA photography students present their final
body of work.
> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> Journalism

Depar tment Showcase S.Spm

Showcase of the best student work, and highlights
of the outstanding achievements
> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> 600 S. Michigan, Studio A, 15th noor

> Manifest Student

K i ck-Off Party 7pm-11pm
The end of the year event for student
organization members.

> Hokln Annex, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> Student

Award In Oral History 5-Spm
The Distinguished Lecture in Oral History presents
its first annual student and special recognition to
former Dean Lya Dym Rosenblum.
> Hokln Hall, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> MANIFEST ' 03: AII·.Oay Urban Arts Festival
Check out our website at
www.mayfestmanifest.colum.edu
for details on this dayl

> Sing Me a Love Song
> Jau Combo Festival 6-9pm
The Jazz Combo of Columbia College
presents its annual concert.
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall
> Gall 312..J44.6300
Through May 18

> Sing Me a Love 5o"'t Preview performar.:e: 11am
Music Department presents an evening of love songs
through the ages, from classic to contemporary.
> Getz Theater, 72 E.11th
> For reservations call: 312.344.6126

Opening Performance 7:30pm
> Getz Theater, 72 E.11th

Through June 1

>

A + D Design Exhibiti on
Graduatlng seniors present significant bodies
of work in their chosen design media.
> The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th Aoor

> Senior Recital: Mike Pnyeoda: 7pm
> Music canter, 1014 S. Mlchlean, Concert Hall

';t· May 19 · .

.

.

·

Through June 7

> 2003

Senior: Fine Arts Exhibition
Graduating seniors exhibit significant bodies
of work In their chosen fine art media.

> A + D 11th Sl Gallery, 72 E. 11th

> ASL-EngJish Interpreters' Portfolio
> Fi ne and Performing Arts
Honors R ecepti on 4-6pm
Reception for Fone and Performing Arts honors students.
> Hermann Conaway canter, 1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

Showcase 5:J0.9:30pm
Graduating seniors In tlhe American Sign LanguageEnglish Interpretation department showcase tlhelr
skills through portfolios on videotape.
> 623 S. Wabash, Room 213
Through May 24

> Senior Directing Project: ltallar.Amerlcan
Reconc/1/atlon : Directed

Through June 2

> MFA Photography Exhi bition
Graduating students in the MFA program
in photography present their thesis works

> Senior Recital : Mayu Uchloskl: 12:30pm

> Call 312-344-6101 tor times.

> Music canter, 1014 S. Mlchfllan, Concert Hall

> Senior Showcase 7pm

Through May 24
of Mass Construction:
Performances 1: Doors 0 6:30pm
Performances 0 7:30 pm
> The Raw Space, 1104 s . Wabash, 8th floor

The Theater department presents annual performances
by graduatlna students In Acting and Musical Theater.
>

New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th

Reception 12-2pm

>

WCCO Re lease Pa rty for A s phalt
Publication &-Bpm

weco. a writing arts organization, hosts a catered
release party for their new publication. Asphalt.
> Hokln Gallery, 823 South Wabash, 1st Floor

ASL En2)1sh lntarprotatlon will be provided tor somo
ovonts. Call 312-344-7837 tor moro Information.

> Weapons

> re:actlon : 6-9pm

Faculty-nominated students receive awards In three
categories: leadership, service, and scholarship.

S e nior Recital BenJamin Cooper: 7pm
> Music Center, 1014 S. Mlchl&an, Concert Hall

> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

by Laura Warren

> Liberal Arts a nd Sciences Honors

>

Birthda y Celebration : 7-10:30pm
Student authors read from the 25th anniversary edition
of Hair Trtuer, the Action Writlne department's award
wlnnln~t antholoey of student work.

> ClassJc Studio Theatre, 72 E. 11th

> Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash, First Floor
> Openlne Reception May 22, Spm • Spm

> Hokln Gallery, 823 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> Hair Trigger Release Party & 25th

> 3rd Annual Written Image Awards: 7·10pm
The Aim department presents an awards ceremony
showcasing the screenwrltlnll talent of students
and alumni.
> Hermann D. Conaway canter, 1104 S. Wabash, 1st Aoor

Interactive Multimedia presents an exhibition
showcaslne emefilne talents who have created
Interactive portfolios. collaboratiVe projects, and
conceptual desten.
> 624 S. Mlchl&an, 6th noor

1 1ll l \I t I \ 1 t I

Pro..ntod by Student ANolro lnd C • S!>ICII, tho Collorloo lnd lludont contoro ol Columbll Colle(l. f'undld by lludorol ICIM\y
Ad~ltlonol oupport provided by tho Student ProKrommlrc Boord end trw ornco o( tho Pnooldent of Columbia Colt.ce Chlooco.
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Through May 31

Through June 1

> Creativity with a Conscience: open exhibit
>

Senior Seminar presents award-winning Student
Vision Projects from ·the Alexandroff Exhibit
623 S. Wabash, 2nd floor display cases

> ASL-English Interpreters' Portfolio
Showcase

> A + D Design Exhibition

>

Graduating seniors in the American Sign LanguageEnglish Interpretation department showcase their
skills through portfolios on videotap~.
> 623 S. Wabash, Room 213
Through May 24

> Senior Directing Project: /tal/an-American

>

>

A catered reception and presentation of certificates
of achievement will recognize students in the School
of Media Arts with a cumulat ive GPA of 3. 75 or higher.
Hermann Conaway Cente 1104 s. Wabash, 1st Floor

A + D 11th St. Gallery, 72 E. 11th

Birthday Celebration: 7-10:30pm
Student authors read from the 25th anniversary edi·
tion of Hair Trigger, the Fiction Writing department's
award winning anthology of student work.

> Senior Showcase 7pm

>

The Theater department ·presents annual performances
by graduating students in Acting and Musical Theater.
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th

> Senior Recital:
>

Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor

> Senior Recital

Advanced Composition: 6pm
> Music Center, 1014 s. Michigan, Concert Hall

> The Big Screen:

7pm
Senior and graduat e film students present
outstanding works at the Harold Washington
Library Auditorium.

Mayu Uchloskl: 12:30pm
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall

Through May 24

> Weapons of Mass Construction:

The Rim department presents an awards ceremony
showcasing the screenwriting talent of students
and alumni.

Hokln Hall, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor.

> Hair Trigger Release Party & 25th

Classic Studio Theatre, 72 E. 11th
Call 312-344-6101 for times.

> 3rd Annual Written Image AWards: 7-lOpm

>

Graduating seniors exhibit significant bodies
of work in their chosen fine art media.

Reconciliation: Dire'cted by l.aura Warren
>
>

5:30.7:30pm
Contributors to the Columbia Poetry Review, Including
advanced poetry majors, read from and celebrate the
publication of the English department"s nationally
distributed poetry magazine.

The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th Floor

> 2003 Senior: Fine Arts Exhibit ion

5:30.9:30pm

> Columbia Poetry Review Reading:

Graduating seniors present significant bodies
of work in their chosen design media.

Through June 7

Performances 1: Doors @ 6:30pm
Performances @ 7:30 pm

> Harold Washington Library, 400 s. State
> Call: 312.344.6709

> The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th floor

> re:action:

6-9pm
Interactive Multimedia presents an exhibition
showcasing emerging talents who have created
interactive portfolios, collaborative projects, and
conceptual designs.
624 s. Michigan, 6th Floor

> Hermann D. COnaway Center, 1104 S. wabash, 1st

Both Perfonnances through May 31

> Choreographic Projects & Student
Improvisation Group: Bpm
Featuring six new choreographic works by upper
level dance majors as well as t he work of "Three
Walking,· the advanced student imporvisation
group fo the Dance Center.

Colin Bradford: 12:30pm
>

> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall

> Senior Showcase

Reception 6pm: Screening 6:30pm
The Television department's annual juried screening
of innqvative new video work from graduating seniors,
featuring the newest and best in documentary, comedy, video art and music video.
> 600 S. Michigan, Studio A, 15th floor

> Manifest Student Kick-Off Party
>

13

> Weapons of Mass

Through May 29

> Senior Directing Project: Waiting for
the Parade: Directed by Marissa McKown
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th
>

Call

312-34~101-for

Dance Center, 1306 s . Michigan

times.

Construction: Performances II:
Doors @ 6:30pm Performances @ 7:30 pm
Performances and installations from Master
of Arts in Interdisciplinary Arts candidates.
> The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th floor

Through May 29
7pm-11pm

> Senior Direct ing Project: The Long

The end of the year event for student
organization members.

Way Home: Directed by Sandy Karst
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th

Hokin Annex, 623 s . Wabash, 1st Floor

>

Our Sponsors:

Call 312-344-6101 for times.

SHUR,E'

> MANIFEST '03:

AI~Day Urban Arts Festival

..
71

STREET

> Columbia College Jazz
Ensemble Concert:

Check out our website at
www.mayfestmanifest.coium.edu
for details on this day!

7pm

The Columbia College Jau Ensemble, directed by
Scott Hall, presents the music of Diuy Gillespie and
Horace Silver.
>

Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall

ARAGE

2'A2T.oW!M

HotHouse

RJ ~10~~

DICKERSON, INC.

(~)
eotl"--Nt:

ASl.·Engllst1 lntnrpretar:on W1ll be provi<!ESj tor some
events. Call 312-344·7837 for more informalion.

Presented by Student Affairs and C ·Spaces, the galleries and student centers of Columbia College. Funded by student activity
fees. Additional support provided by the Student Programming Board and the Office of the President of Columbia College Chicago.
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials
Tuition climbs, low-income students struggle
As state funding for private colleges dries up,
colleges are putting more financial pressure on
students to balance the bottom line. Students
struggling to pay tuition bills) keep a roof over
their heads and put food m the fridge are
increasingly wondering how they will make
ends meet.
Although the state funds being cut make up
only a small piece of the economic p~e in
asststing colleges and students, they are vttal to
the economic health of private schools. And
now they are on th_e line. Legislators ~ c_urrently down in Spnngfield, mckel-and-dtmmg
for every cent they can bring back to their districts.
The old saying "the squeaky wheel gets the
grease" holds true for gaining the support of
legislators. Constituents who demand the attention of their representatives are the on!!S who
will be bringing the money home dunng the
93rd Assembly.
Politics is a tough game. If students and colleges want to get the aid they need, they are
!lomg to have to roll up their sleeves and Jump
m the ring, becaus~ the~ i~ a lot at ~e.
Private colleges m llhnms took a hit last year
when the rug was pulled out from under them.
Roughly 9 percent of funding throUldt tl!e
Monetary Award Program was cut. CoTumbta
relied on the needs-based grants for nearly I 0
percent of the year's revenue, administrators
said last year.
In the next year, things don't seem likely to
tum around.
Funding for MAP grants, which declined by
$41 million since the begtnning of the 2002
school year, is not being restored despite a 6.5
percent increase in competition for next year
grants.
More than 158,000 low-income students
benefited from the prograi!~last year. More than
3,000 were at Columbta alone.
If needs-based funds are not restored, the college will continue on its decline of losing lowincome students who need education to dig
their way out of poverty.
In the past five years, the number of students
who entered Columbia with household incomes
of S24 000 or less has decreased by II percent,
according to a student survey conducted
through the Office of Institutional Planning and
Research.
Wrth tuition outpacing personal incomes---at
Columbia, tuition has climbed rouldlly 18 percent between the 2002 and 2004 scfloo1 yearsit's no wonder.

According to Measuring Up, a re!'Ort issued
in 2000 by the National <;:enter for Public
Polic.r and Education, the average income for
the )loorest" 20 percent of college-aged
Illinotsans is $13,176. In contrast, the avera11e
tuition at a private four-year college. ts
$15,477, which is on par with Columbta's
tuition.
.
Students are being increasingly trapped by
school debt, similar to the way they were
steeped in p<?Verty.
MAP-ehgible students owe, on average,
more than $13,000 in student loans and have
revolving credit card debts of $2,000 upon
graduation, according to the Illinois State
Board of Hi_gher Education.
An additional anticipated blow to private
colleges in the upcoming year is the elimination of the Illinois Financial Assistance Act,
which benefited "nonpublic institutes of higher learning."
Of the $20 million that would go to private
colleges statewide, Columbia was the second
largest recipient, receiving $1.5 million during
the current school year.
.
"This is the worst budget I've seen m 20
years for private colleges ... everyone has
received cuts and there is JUSt no money," said
Dr. Donald E. Fouts, president of the
Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges
and Universities, which lobbies on behalf of
Columbia and 55 other private state schools.
But Fouts said the deit.l has not been sealed.
Legislators are still haggling over appropriations, and students must Jump in now if any of
the funds will be saved.
.
Students, it's time. If aid money will be
restored, you're going to have to work for it.
Protecting your"own security and the economic diversity of the college depends on it.
Illinois' current governor ran on the mo.s t
progressive. campai!!" in more !han 25 years m
terms of hts commttment to mcrease educational funding. Education is a cornerstone
issue, Blagojevich said.
Hold him to it: Call, fax, write and visit your
state representatives and senators too.
Send a clear and unified messa11e: Restore
funding of the Illinois Financial Asststance Act
and increase funding for MAP and restore
grants to fifth-year stUdents.
Play the number game. Tell them if we cannot sustain our student population, more lowincome students will be entering state schools
causing an increase in Illinois' debt load. And
isn't that what we are trying to decrease?

Aviolation of the private right to choose
Abortion remains a controversial, politically
divisive issue. It also remains, for the time
being, le~al. Since 1973, when the Supreme
Court ruled in Roe v. Wade that a woman's
right to privacy extended to her own body,
women have had the freedom of choice. Antrabortion activists have managed, with hard
work and the help of some well-placed political
money, to get limitations on abortion passed
into law, but the act itself is still legal. Tflat has
not changed.
Some reactionary legislation in South
Carolina, though, is doing its best to deter
women who might consider undergoing tile
procedure. The "freedom" part in "freedOm of
choice" disappeared into thin air on April 28,
when the Supreme Court refused to"heai a chall~eto ~ legislation, essentially affirming its
n
to eXJSl
law gives health authorities and the state
complete access to patients' medical records at
abortion clinics. The right to privacy isn't so
private anymore.
The Abortion Clinic Regulation Act allows
the inspection, sharing an0 copying of patient
information at facilities where abortions occur.
It also requires physicians to maintain professional relations with clergy who provide patient
counseling. Separation of church and state
seems to ltave flown the coop alongside the
right to privacy.
Ofcourse) this is from South Carolina, a state
that, acwrdtng to an Associated Press report on
March II, proposed to erect a monument outside the statehouse in memory of the "unborn"
lives lost to abortion. Anti-abOrtion citizens certainly have a right to their opinions, but how
can pro-choicers possibly feel comfortable in a
state that has a statue dedicated to aborted fetuses? Imagine how women who actually have the
procedure might feel.
The act was signed in January 1995 and took
effect September 200 I. After two abortion
facilities and one doctor fi led suit concerning
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the regulations the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld the law on August 15, 2000 in
a 2-1 decision. The case then crawled up to the
Supreme Court, where justices refused to hear
the case.
Bonnie Scott Jones, with help from the
Center for Reproductive Righ~ was the lead
attorney trying to stop the law. 1 ne appellants'
main concern was that, if patient information
were open to the state, tt would not be protected in court cases, which are open to the media
and public. Anti-abortionists would then have
easy access to the addresses and phone numbers of women who have abortions.
The U.S. Supreme Court's unanimous decision in 2000 to uphold the Driver's Privacy
Protection Act of 1994 was triggered by the
violence perpetrated on workers and patients at
abortion clinics. Anti-abortion extremists were
able to use license plate numbers to obtain personal information.
''This Supreme Court decision will save the
lives of both abortion,P"!viders and women targeted by stalke~· said Eleanor Smeal,
Feminist Majority roundation president, about
the Driver's Privacy Protection Act. "One of the
weapons of anti-abortion extremists has finally
been taken away."
But allowing the sharing and duplicatins of
c::;~nt information gives that weapon nght
Sure, women may have the right to choose,
but thetr other rights may be taken away if they
make the "wrong" chotce in the eyes of the
state, or others in it. Without making abortion
illegal, lawmakers have found a way to punish
those who max tum to it. Is there another case
where the act itself is legal, yet can cause the
forfeiture of other sovereign rights? We can't
think of any.
Technically, women are still free to choose.
But now, women face the terrible dilemma of
deciding which right they would rather give up:
their right to choose, or their right to pnvacy.

Edltortala lfll the opmk>n1 of the Ed1tonal
Board ot the Columbra Chronicle Columna are the
optnK>nt of the outho<(l)
Vlewa exprHatd In thla publlCitlon are
tho•• of the wrlllr and .,, not the opinion• of
the Columbia Chronicle, Columbia'• Journallam
Dtpilrtment or Columble College Chicago.

A feminine Clinton administration?
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Editor-in-Chief
How can you hate Bill Clinton and
love Hillary Clinton at the same
time?
It's not tough. Here's how it's
done:
First, look at Bill's presidential
record. Despite claims to the contrary,
he wasn't much of a liberal. He sidestepped gays in the military, kicked a
ton of people off welfare and pulled
the environmental rug out from under
then-Vice President AI Gore. And
then there are the women.
Monica, Gennifer, Paula-and
more, one suspects, who have been
too dtscreet or careful to get caught.
Now, examine Hillary. Despite
claims to the contrary, she wasn' t
much of a homemaker. She dove
headfirst into the crucial health care
issue, and came out with the only
viable alternative to the present
mess-single payer. She was never a
stunner, and even if she only married
Bill to _get to the top, she's done a
fantasttc job of keeping him slightly
respectable.
She's also brilliant. Bill's smart,
too, in that come-on-bab~-1-went-to
Oxford way_. But Hillary s smart in an
entirely different fashion. She's got
the kind of single-mindedness one
needs to be a JX!Werful woman. Talk
all the equal nghts you want( but it's
a fact that a woman must sti I follow
the precedents set by powerful men.
She can't afford to waver, even for a
second, if she wants to be president.
And she wants to be president.
That alone makes her a great politician. There is scandal-dramatic
scandal-in her past. And she is willing to face it.
Hillary is a polarizer- many people
even hate her. ln a recent poll, the
Marist Institute for Public Opmion
found that 69 percent of Americans
said Hillary shouldn't run for _president. She's controversial and ts often
characterized as a "bitch" or a controlling woman.
Docs she care?

l.ottora 10 lhe odllor mull include your lui name.
yeor. major. ond o phone numbe< Alllellero ""' edoled
lor gnurvnor ond moy be cui dve lo lhe limited omounl
Ol lpote IVIIIeble
Loltora con be luod lo uo 11 (312) 344-1032,
E-mollod lo Chronlci-Gtolum.odu or molted 10
d11 Columbia Chtonlelo c/o LlltoraiO tho Editor, 123 S.

Wobeoh A..., Suit. 201, Chk:ogo, IL 1101105.

Maybe, but she doesn't seem to
show it. To give people time to warm
up to her, she's· decided to wait )llltil
2008 to run for president.
It's a brilliant strategy, really. If
George W. Bush wins re-election
(one wonders what his flunkies will
not do to ensure that), he' ll still be
dragging Dick Cheney behind him.
Cheney, with the heart health of an
89-xear-old hummingbird, seems an
unhkely choice for president, to say
·
•
the least.
That leaves the field oeen to the
Democrats. Hill~, who s not even
running this year, ts still beating
every other Democratic primary challenger in almost every p<>ll. In the
Qumnipiac primary last February, she
had a 27-percentage-point lead over
Sen. Joe Lieberman, who came in
second.
In these lean economic times1 Bill's
fiscal record seems like a wonaerful
dream. And with the huge Bush tax
cuts sure to further hamstring the
budget, Clintonomics will probably
be looking pretty sweet in 2008.
It seems petty to bring up the fact
that Hillary is a woman, but there it
is. She's a gal. And no gal's ever been
president.
When Pakistan beats you to a
social milestone, it's a pretty sure
sign that it's long overdue.
Hillary's autobiography, Living
History, will come out next month.
It's a smart move to publish her side
of the story well in advance of the
'08 election. That way, America will
have plenty of time to get over the
scandals by the time the real debates
roll around.
She's not getting pre-empted on
those issues.
It all sounds pretty good, and if we
can forgiveR. Kelly, who's to say the
Clintons don' t deserve at least as
much latitude? Some might even
argue they didn't do anything that
needs forgivins.
In the meantime, the next five
years should be tremendous fun. It's
going to be a blast to watch Hillll!)'
go for the big office( even if she fails.
Let's j ust liope Bi I doesn't do anything to screw up her chances.
Chronicle • ·mall addreaaea:
Lettam tp tbt od!tpr
Chtonk:loQtolum.odu
preaa rtloaaea
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Holier-than-thou high roller
By Adam J. Fertngton
Assistant Commentary Editor
The claws have come out this week on
all accounts. The pugilists on both sides
of the fence have been hissing and spitting at each other like wet cats as Bill
Bennett trips over his cassock. Anyone
hoping to see Bennett's jowly corpse
swing from the gallows of his own pretense will be sorely disappointed, though.
His weight has managed to snap the
noose.
A former Secretary of Education and
drug czar to George H.W. Bush, he has
authored a number of puerile books--i.e.,
The Book of Pirtues-that have become
gospels to demagogues and self-righteous, armchair culture-warriors. Bennett,
it was revealed last week, has lost more
than $8 million over the past decade
gambling. I'm aware that several decades
of bingo night in the church basement
may be a hard habit to shake, but this is
more than a jackpot of canned goods.
Besides, gambling is a hollow vice. It
possesses none of the grace and gusto of
the better sins. Adultery requires a prerequisite skill of restraint-it takes a tightly
organized person to account for the bank
discrepancies, missing hours and lipstick
smudges on clothing. Gambling is the
epitome of languor and inadequacy. It
appeals exclusively to the coarse and
obtuse. Any fool can throw money down a
well--even the milieu smacks of crassness. Vegas gleams like a neon bedsore
across a wasted recluse's back, a blazing
Denny's with better-looking waitresses,
cash machines every I 00 yards and wallto-wall video poker machines manned by
crude caricatures of septuagenarian middle
Americans wasting their pension money
li~e children in a schoolyard.
So Bennett is taking a hit- a muchdeserved one--for his indiscretions.
Politics is a nasty, high-pressure boiler,
and everyone involved needs to blow off
steam in whatever manner works.
However, fQr someone who has built his
crude pulpit on the splinters of sanctimony
and rhetoric, his kick in the teeth is a long
time coming.
.
We' re all moralizers, deep down. We all
love to contaminate strange company with
our indignant sputtering about society and
our extravagant solutions.
But, we all hate to be preached to, as
well. Bennett's sermonizing has landed
him with the dubious honor of becoming
an involuntary character in our ongoing
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morality play. In a show of multiparty support, Democratic reptile Mario Cuomo
appeared on the May 5 broadcast of "The
O' Reilly Factor" to show support for
Bennett. O'Reilly asked the question,
" Why hate a guy who's basically trying to
tell families, you know, stay together? Be
good to your kids. Avoid drugs. Why hate
a guy like that?" Far be it from Cuomo to
produce a viable answer; this is someone
who was been under suspicion of associating with Mafioso for decades.
Bennett wouldn't be in this situation if
he had shown some prudence, a touch of
sympathy perhaps for anyone with an
addiction or disposition towards poor ,
choices. But Bennett has remained
haughty and petulant his entire career. He
was responsible for fostering the condescending and ignorant anti-drug climate
predominant throughout the late '80s. He
has made a reputation of pointing out his
opponent's indiscretions, yet defending his
allies.
He defended Gary Condit's sexual
imprudence with his conservatism by
declaring, "Hypocrisy is better than no
standards at all." This from a man who has
stated publicly that, "Politics matters, but
the solution to what ails us.. .lies beyond

politics. It lies with a change of the heart."
Perhaps what Bennett meant to say is that
those who put themselves in his comer are
worthy of forgiveness, and damn the rest.
Bennett is a polarizer, a beast who snarls
for the sanctified elite and tears at the
throats of their detractors. He works
through fear, dis information and the smug
air of a pudgy schoolyard bully.
This is certainly not scandal-worthy, disconcerting as it is. Bennett has managed to
sidestep his detractors, posting a statement
on his Empower America website
(empoweramerica.org) that reads:
"A number of stories in the media have
reported that I have engaged in high-stakes
gambling over the past decade. It is true
that I have gambled large sums of money.
I have also complied with all laws on
reporting wins and losses.
"Nevertheless, I have done too much
gambling, and this is not an example I
wish to set. Therefore, my gambling days
are over."
Just like that. Easy as pie. Now if only
the rest of us could walk away so easily,
without condemnation. Bennett's highrollin' days may be over, but one thing is
certain: William Bennett gambled away
his credibility a long time ago.
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The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
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Question: What is your best pick-up line?
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Brianna Thn:za
Seniorffbeater Major
"Hey stud, what's happening?"

Nelson Walker
Fresbmaoffbeater Major

Java Goldberg
New School University grad

Ulises Orduno
Junior/Film Major

"Is your father a farmer?
Because he grew you some nice
melons."

"My most hated pick-up line
is: 'So, I hear you're into
women's liberation."'

"Can I give you a quarter for a
cigarette?"
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Central Camera
Has
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For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop
Source For All Your " Traditional" Photographic Needs ...
• • • Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs
We Stock:
• For The Digital Darkroom
• Digital Cameras
• Storage Media
-Printers
• Epson Inkjet
- CompactFiash
- MemoryStick
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation
- MultiMedia & SecureDigital
- Inks for Epson Printers
- SmartMedia
- Inkjet Paper
- XD
• Bergger • Epson • IIford
• Konica • Legion
• Card Readers
• More
• Lumijet • Tetanal
We Partrcrpatc In Student/ Faculty Photographic Eqwpment Purchase Plans From: Bogen, Bromca,
Contax, Hasselblad, Leica, Manuya, Pentax Professronal and Tarnron
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Illinois Press Photographers Association
Student Photographer of the Year 2003

Clockwise from top left, Amy E. OpokaStudent P hotographer of the Year 2nd
Place, Amy E. Opoka, Adrianne S.
Burrows-Pictorial 2nd Place, Dennis
Gabel-Portrait/Personality 2nd Place,
Amy E. Opoka, Arnna Siddiqui- Feature
2nd Place.
The award winners are enrolled in
Columbia's Photography Department and
are students of Photojournalist John H.
White, who teaches Photojournalism 1-3.
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FREE TICKETS!
MICHAEL DOUGLAS

A LBERT BROOKS
HE'S NOT LOSING A DAUGHTER.
HE'S GAINING A MADMAN.

'11 IE IN-LAWS
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a
complimentary pass to attend a special showing of "THE IN-LAWS"
on Monday, May 19th at the Loews Pipers Alley Theatre.
THIS FILM 18 RATED 'P0·13' FOR SUGGESTIVE HUMOR, LANGUAGE,
SOME ORUO REFERENCI!!S ANO ACTION VIOLENCE.
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Two models wear Kimberly Monique Coy's designs: (left) A model wears a camel tweed bolero jacket, skirt, belt and faux fur; the model on the right wears Coy's brown peplum jacket
and skirt with check trim. (Center) A model wears Barbara Plato's tweed dress with brown Asian print midriff and halter straps.

Fashion Columbia 'in the raw'
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
The eighth floor of the
Ludington Building had the
errant feeling of an illegal warehouse party May 8. The raw
space, with an absence of any
walls, carpeting or tile, was an
appropriate choice for Fashion
Columbia 2003, the year-end
event put on by the students of
the Advanced Fashion Show
Production Class.
Its grittiness complemented
student des igns like Kenny
Gruber and Colleen Soisson's
hip-hop-inspired denim works,
providing, as Fashion/Retail
Coordinator Dianne Erpenbach
said, an "urban and edgy, yet
sophisticated" atmosphere.
It also complemented Columbia's from-the-street ethos;_for

many of the students who participated, this was their parting shot,
their final hurrah. But they had
already been training in one of the
world' s foremost metropolitan
areas. In fact, the class's faculty
adviser, Nena Ivon, said the fashion show was the only student
produced and conceived fashion
show of its kind.
For an entire year, the student
producers planned the show,
deciding · on the decor, food,
music and, of course, the
designs.
Organized like the show of a
s ingle designer, only with many
designers, the show featured
some 69 designs by 27 designers
and was broken up into five
scenes, the fifth being several
conceptual works exhibited on
stage.
The first scene, with Jennifer

Harden's electric "Jetson"-blue
latex works, set the scene for the
scores of shiny, iridescent patterns that followed~
In an interview after the matinee show, designers.Jamie Hayes
and Mandy Loncar explained the
prevalence of another of the
show's
dominant
themes,
corsets, resulted from the Theory
in Practice course.
"We come up with these
almost unattainable ideasthings we think we can't makeand we make them," Loncar said.
Hayes said: "I think the show ·
definitely focused on the more
avant-garde and conceptual
pieces, and I think that's what
shows welL"
Indeed, several of the designs
were abstract. Hayes' black velveteen jacket with bell sleeves
was like a gothic flapper outfit,

while Jennifer Harden's black
and red vinyl tube dress looked
like one of the Queen of Hearts'
guards
from
Alice
in
Wonderl{lnd, had they been into
S&M.
Hayes said people come to see
a spectacle when they attend a
fashion show. "You want to see
the fantasy- the big hair and the
makeup and the beautiful
women- it's theater," she said.
The show was held twice, for a
matinee and an evening show.
The matinee, which was filled
mostly with high school students
interested in enroll ing in
Columbia's Fashion Design program, served as a dress rehearsal.
The evening show was more
high profile, with a catered hors
d' oeuvres reception and a crowd
consisting of students, members
of the Chicago fashion industry

and top tier faculty members like
Bert Gall, Mark Kelly and
President Warrick L. Carter.
The evening show was noticeably loosc:r around the edges.
Naysayers were hard to find and
the compliments flowed like the
wine.
Erpenbach said the show,
which started as a small exhibit
in the Hokin, was one of the best
ever.
"The quality of the merchandise keeps getting better," Ivon
said.
Jill Garcia, a senior fashion
management major, said the
show was better than the Red
Hot Chicago fashion show.
Soisson said she was "overwhelmed, but glad to get it over
with at the same time." However

See Fashion, Page 30

None of that jazz in
Dance Center finale
By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
Danny Buraczeski, a 20-year dance veteran, brought his Jazzdance to Columbia
as part of the 2002-2003 season finale of
the Dance Center.
The nearly two-hour program, which ran
from May I to May 3, comprised of three
basic components: "Las Quatro Estaciones
[The Four Seasons]," "Ezekiel's Wheel"
and "Swing Concerto." It was three very
different themes, but all had the same recognizable contemporary elements.
Buraczeski's newest work, "Las Quatro
Estaciones," incorporates classical music,
fluid motions and traditional dance steps.
Buraczeski checks his contemporary flare

at the door for a more traditional style. The
fluidity of the dancers' bodies move with
more of the lyricallbaUet style. Half-naked
dancers lined upstage with their bac~ to the
audience, while writhing and stretching,
exposing defined and toned back muscles.
The dancers moved methodically to the
tango sounds ofAstor Piazzolla, gorgeously interpreted on tape by Gidon Kremer
and Kremerata Baltica.
The second portion of the performance,
" Ezekiel's Wheel," was more in line with
an open-mic poetry reading than a dance
performance. With a single spotlight illuminating Joanne Hom, the soloist, a eulogy was read in the background. This con-

See Jazzdance, Page 30

Pholo by Alvis Upitis

Danny Buraczeskl'a Jazzdance, which ran May 1-3 at the Dance Center, vHred away from
the traditional ballet, lyric, tap and jazz dance forms.
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A childhood tale of .war, Yeah Yeah Yeahs a no-no
survival and courage
By Chrts Coates

News Editor
When bad times strike, ordinary Americans strike back-at
least historically. We built internment camps for Japanese
Americans during World War II.
We persecuted Arab-Americans
after 9/ 11. America's xenophobic
recoil is hardly uncommon. In
Yugoslavia, ethnic Albanians
faced eradication as recently as
five years ago.
Of course, "ethnic cleansing,"
is nothing new to Yugoslavia.
In Barefoot in the Rubble,
author Elizabeth B. Walter reflects
upon her childhood in the concentration camps of post-World War
II Yugoslavia. As the world celebrated the end of Hitler's demonic
regime and liberation of his captives, Ward found herself stuck in
her own concentration camp, persecuted because of her German
heritage. Although she was born
in Yugoslavia, her lineage made
Walter and her family enemies of
Marshall
Tito's
Communist
Partisans.
Like Hitler, Tito was looking to
eradicate a specific group from
within his borders. Walter was
one of those people.
Her family emigrated from
Germany via the Danube River to

Karlsdorf-the idyllic childhood
home Ward describes. The
region--a patchwork of Croats,
Hun~arians,
Romanians and
Serb1ans--was completely selfsustained. Her description conjures images of the cover of a
Saturday Evening Post: Her father
was a cabinetmaker; the wealthiest family owned the wurst factory; her family owned one of the
town's first radios. Indeed, her
garden even had a trace of
Americana among its crops: a
white picket fence.
" But in the midst of all this
beauty was the gaping black hole,
the makeshift bunker," Walter
writes, "a constant reminder of
the ugly war that hung over us."
For Walter, just as Hitler's
regime crumbled in Germany, her
own life was beginning to collapse. The world was looking for
someone to blame.
" At the tender age of 4," she
writes, " I was considered an
enemy of the people. A Nazi. A
word that no 4-year-old could
even know the meanina of or
what it stood for."
"The only c rime we had committed was to be born ethnic
German."

Her father was seized by Tito's
partisans to work in a factory.
Walter and her mother became
wards of the state, shuffled from
airplane hangar to abandoned
home and back to airplane
hangar. They had no possessions.
They were starved. And worked.
ln no way are her experiences
uplifting. The topic is dense,
depressing and frightening. Yet,
Walter somehow manages to
mold her tale into a concise
verse. She shuns a complex lexicon. The words are her owntold through the eyes of the 4year-old she once was.
She also makes liberal u$e of
her native German. Nearly every
paragraph includes a snippet of
her national tongue, a word here,
and a name there. Walter rarely
translates these directly, as
expected. Instead, the author
employs a nove l translation
device. She explains in context.
For example, '"A waterme lon,' I
quickly replied, Cantaloupes
were good, but wassermilaun W3l1
the best food in the world." Such
a device effectively moves the
text along and offers a sense of
authenticity to the reader.
Nearly in complete narrative,
Barefoot makes supreme use of
interweaving the shock of war
with the lightheartedness of
childhood.
After all,
Walter's playground was
the concentration camp' s
courtyard. More than a
direct overview of her
young life, the author
chooses wisely to link
each chapter as a series of
anecdotes. Exactly how
she remembered suc h
details is remarkable.
Walter also performs a
rare feat in the some 300
pages of hertext: She limits her political message.
We know she experienced
a hell like none other. She
·knows we know this.
Thus, Walter lets the acts
of a half-century ago
speak louder than any
pithy editorializing-save
three paragraphs.
She writes, in one of
those: "The politicians of
the Western world pretended to be deaf, blind
and dumb. [U.S. President
Harry S.] Truman, [British
Prime Minister Winston]
Churchill and [French Prime
Minister Charles] de Gaulle
rejo iced with Stalin; rejoiced in
victory. But none of them interfered with their Communist allies
to stop what they were doing with
us ethnic Germans in the eastern
bloc."
She continues, "Neither our
dead nor the camps used for slave
labor and starvation were' included in Yugoslavia's history of
World War II."
And this is the motivation
behind Barefoot In the Rubble:
recognition. For the tens of thousands of Danube-Swabians who
died in the concentration camps
of Yugoslavia, Walter' s succinct
text is a fitting tribute too loss of
life. More importantly, it represe nts the loss of a woy of life.
Many survivors, like Walter,
immigrated to the United States,
leaving their German roots
behind.
Today,
the
bottle
for
Yugoslavia · continues, even
though the country's name no
longer exists. The ethic tleansings continue. The story continues. In the end, Barefoot In the
Rubbl11 otTers the nr11 taste of
this unendina story.

By Sean Sliver · .
Contributing Writer

· Hype too early in a career can tum out to be a
burden. Case in point: the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, who
rolled into town for a sold-out concert, April 30 at
the Metro, one day after the release of their first
full-length album, Fever to Tell.
Performing an arty mix of garage, punk and a
hint of new wave, the raw sounds of the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs and, specifically, singer Karen O's
sexy croon-yelp, are a fresh twist to the garage
and post-punk revivals that have been popping up
lately.
Opening the show with the final track off Fever
to Tell, the slow and sultry "Modern Romance,"
was an interesting choice to kick off the show,
setting the tone for a show with a serious lack of
energy.
Playing a majority of the new record, the band
never seemed to reach full steam. Songs like
"Date with the Night" showcased the driving guitar and pulsating rhythms that the band is known
for, but Karen O's Chrissie Hynde-meets-PJ
Harvey wails, groans and screams fell flat, partly
due to a low vocal mix from the soundboard.

Unfortunately, Karen O's typically out-of-control stage antics were under control. Known for
writhing around on the stage, pouring beer all
over herself and spitting it at anyone and everyone in her proximity, Karen 0 was unusually
reserved. She saved it for her singing of more
than a few verses while completely engulfing the
top of the microphone.
Guitarist Nick Zinner's six-string heroics are a
perfect complement to O's voice, serving as a
sonic backdrop for the front woman's vocal style.
Drummer Brian Chase's trash-can, bucketsounding thump definitely was the highlight of
songs like "Mystery Girl", with its drum solo
intro, and the anthem-like pound of " Miles
Away."
As the set rolled to a close with the "Crimson
and Clover-esque" croon of"Our lime," the final
song on their debut EP, Karen 0 seemed spent.
When she sang the words, "It's the year to be
hated/So glad that we made it," it was hard not to
think of all the band's hype.
The Yeah Yeah Yeahs finally made it to the
release of their record, but media scrutiny has
either vilified the band over undue hype or put
them on such a pedestal that they have nowhere
to go but down.

'Sometimes' change is good
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
A garage door opener is an
unlikely literary device. It's a
device that wouldn't work in
over-the-top films that consistently hammer home their
ideas. However, in Charlolle
Sometimes, an independent
film seeped in subtlety, it
works just fine.
It's a metaphor for the complex love story on which the
film is based. Eric Byler, the
film's writer and director, said
he was inspired to use the technique after living with his aunt
for several years.
"There was this garage door
that would open and close,"
By ler said in a recent interview.
"I knew exactly when she was
coming and going, so even if you
feel completely isolated in your
own world, the sounds that
reverberate throughout the house
make you aware of other people
who live under the same roof."
The film relies heavily on
nuance and unfolds psychological ly. "I' m trying more to reveal
than to construct a story," Byler
said.
Charlotte Sometimes is the
story of a car mechanic named
Michael (Michael ldemoto)
who is in love with his neighbor
and tennant Lori (Eugenia
Yuan), a woman already
involved in a romance with
(Man
Westrnore).
Justin

Michael lends Justin, the nonAsked what traits she shares
paying live-in boyfriend, a with her character, Kim said:
garage door opener.
"They're probably characterisEach night, Lori and Justin tics that most people are not
disturb Michael with their loud 'willing to admit they share with
lovemaking. Then, after Justin Darcy: Seeming more in confalls asleep, Lori sneaks over to trol and in touch with things
Michael's where they watch than you are, refusing things
you might actually need.
movies, talk and eat together.
Byler said: " In this story, you Lonely, scared and insecure
have a man who lives under the about love, but adamant to be
same roof with the woman he an individual."
loves and with the man who
The film, which opened May
represents the obstacle to get- 2 at the Water Tower Theatre,
ting her. There's meaning in 157 E. Chestnut St., works
that awareness of other people's because its inspiration is found
comings and goings."
not from successful Hollywood
The story gets complicated-- structures, but from the lives of
as if it weren't complicated actual people, Byler said. The
enough already-after Michael film is also of a rare new breed:
meets Darcy (Jacqueline Kim) An art film cast almost entirely,
at the bar he frequents. Michael with Asian-Americans.
invites Darcy over to his house
Byler said, "Often (Asianwhere they begin a slow-devel- American] films are encouroping romance.
aged to be diversity training for
Byler said Darcy is "a white people, and none of those
woman that feels more com- things are very compelling
fortable at war than at peace. from a dramatic standpoint, in
She feels more comfortable in a my opinion.
tense and intimidating battle of
"Asian-American filmmakers
wills because she has an edge are just starting to lose that selfover almost anyone else."
consciousness of race and just
Darcy's dominating demeanor tell stories as human beings,"
leads to a meeting with Lori and Byler said. "Don't focus on
Justin after Darcy suggests the your Asian-ness so much. Focus
four of them go to lunch. Darcy on your humanity."
disrupts the other's strange rouThis article was the second
tine, forcing an evitable chain of part of a two-part series. Part
events.
one, which dealt more with the
Kim, a Goodman School of business and technological
Drama graduate, said she has aspects
of
'Charlotte
never played a character so Sometimes, ' is available at
close to herself.
www.columbiachronicle.com.
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Country music examines death penalty

'Love' sweet love

By Georgia Evdoxladls

grisly murders committed in jealousy or anger.
They bring us into the lives of both murderers
Co-Editor-in-Chief
and victims.
Billie Holiday's controversial "Strange Fruit,"
If Iister.ing to a double-disk CD set full of gets a lighter and more bizarre tum on the
songs abOut murder, death, lynching, prison and album. Dianne Izzo gives the song, written
execution sounds like enough torture for a life- about lynching, a bit of eerie nostalgia and quiet,
time, think again. The Pine Valley Cosmonauts, perhaps losing some of Holiday's power but
creators of such an album, are a Chicago-based gaining a new interpretation in the process.
collaboration engineered by Jon Langford of the
"Gulag Blues," delivered entirely in Russian
Waco Brothers, the Mekons and the Sadies. In by Lu Edmonds, has a punchy beat and manages
the hours Langford spends not sleeping, he has to give a quirky tum to the progress of the secgathered an A-list alternative-country roster for ond volume.
The Executioner>- Last Songs, Vols. 2 & 3.
There's an abundance of dark humor on both
The theory behind the collaborations is sim- · albums, whether it be "Dang Me," a goofY verpie: abolish the death penalty. Langford donated sion of a song about a high loser who left his
all proceeds from the first album, The wife at home with their new baby. Rhett Miller,
Executioner>- Lost Songs, Vol. I, to the Illinois of the Old 97s, delivers the song like a lightCoalition Against the Death Penalty. They said hearted ditty, trilling over what could have been
that more than $40,000 has been raised since the turned into a pathetic song:
album's 2002 release, and profits from the sec" Dang me, dang me, they oughta take a rope
ond and third volumes will be split between the and hang me, high from the highest tree, woman
National Coalition Against the Death Penalty would you weep for me?"
and the Illinois Coalition Against the Death
Right after, though, is "Forever to Bum," a
Penalty.
steel guitar and - deep-throated country blues
Great. Good. Fine.
song about a man with two days to live before
So they're a bunch of nice musicians with a his execution. Rex Hobart gives a Johnny Cashcause. But, more importantly, their music is inspired performance, which is certainly no acciwonderfuL
dent. Many of the singers on both volumes have
In addition to the 20 or so guest stars, there are "paid homage," as they call it, to Cash, who had
a core of seven mainstays who play on most an affinity for imprisoned men. To him, they
songs: Langford, Steve Goulding, Tom V. Ray represented the royally screwed everyman. They
(of Devil in a Woodpile and Bottle Rockets were in jail, deprived of their freedoms, confame), Celine, Sally Timms, Pat Brennan and fused and maligned, with no hope of redempDrew Carson.
tion.
Langford's motley crew has taken a mixture
If redemption is a common theme in country
of old standards, folk ballads and new composi- music, it has clearly gained a footho ld in this
tions and turned them into a stirring musical offering. But oddly, the redemption is frequently
epic. From the first note, the real tragedy of the found in the perusal of death.
death penalty cries out.
There are no easy answers in The
In " Banks of the Ohio," gravel-voiced Otis Executioner >- Last Songs, Vo/s. 2 & 3. But in the
Clay rolls out a first-person murder tale with lit- telling, the listener is encouraged to explore
tle drama. It still manages to shock and grab the some of the dark issues usually ignored. Even if,
listener, never preaching or moralizing the story, as the Cosmonauts put it, "you want your music
all delivered to a decepti vely smooth soul beat.
and your politics served in different courses,"
Songs like "Homicide," "Death Row," and there is something transcendent about the com"Angel of Death" all sound pitiful and morose, pilation. Sometimes grisly subjects and morose
but each artist manages to tum his or her contri- songs can cheer the soul and leave the listener a
bution into a piece of a larger whole. All try to bit closer to some of life's truth. Just because it's
humanize death, even wh~n the song is about depressing doesn't mean it can't be uplifting.

Block's neurotic friend and boss,
delivers some memorable lines
like, "Where's my geisha? I need
my shoes." And the execution of
It's impressive how easily suc- the twist- the film is billed as "an
cess comes to characters in films. old-fashioned romantic comedy
The ir rapid rise to stardom is sup- with a twist"-is delightfully selfposed to be indicative of their conscious, as opposed to the first
charm or charisma, or in the case of few minutes of the film, which are
the new film Down With Love, the just self-conscious (Zellweger's
walk or the ho-hum look on her
novelty of their ideas.
This new romantic comedy, face when the elevators fill up).
There are a few moments that
which stars Renee Zellweger and
Ewan McGregor, is directed by actually resemble current events.
Bring It On's Peyton Reed. This is When Novak hails a cab, she has to
the kind of film that begs you to wait for the trail of anti-war and
notice its artificiality simply to "Ban the Bomb" protesters to get
remind you of the films of the late out before she can slip away. As she
does so, the cab backfires, and the
'50s and early '60s.
The title of the fi lm comes from protesters shriek and duck for cover.
the book that creates a worldwide One joke even bears a resemblance
sensation. Its author, Barbara to the recent Dixie Chicks debacle,
Novak (Zellweger), is an anti-love, or rather, the other way around.
But as ide from these spare
pro-chocolate feminist who wants
women to enjoy sex just like men moments, the film functions almost
entirely
within a late '50s state of
do-free ly, without the burden of
love. So she moves to New York mind. The narrative, the sets, basiwhere her book is being published cally everything about Down With
and is repeatedly stood up at her Love refers back to the era between
interviews by hotshot reporter Buddy Holly and the Rolling
Stones.
Catcher Block (McGregor).
But to what end? It's not really
This inspires her to use other
channels to plug her book, which an historical reappraisal. It's a
pays off big time. With the help of throwback, a series of references
Judy Garland on the "Ed Sullivan and footnotes, nudging you in the
Show," her book becomes a house- side to make sure you get the jokes.
hold name. Novak is deified, and Ultimately, it's more akin to Austin
Powers than Far From Heaven.
Block wants to take her down.
Down With Love sw ims in fami liar waters, which is to say that it
doesn't aspire to much more than
the duplication of a Doris
~scenes)
Day/Rock Hudson comedy li ke
Rated: PG-13
Pillow Talk. It seemed like an exerFeaturing: Renee Zellweger, Ewan
cise, a game for all those involved,
McGregor and David Hyde Pierce
and if you keep reminding yourself
Director: Peyton Reed ·
of this, then the film becomes easy
to enjoy.
David Hyde Pierce, who plays

ByGregSato

Contributing Writer
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Third Generation -Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 • 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central-camera.com • email: sales@central-camera.com

Our 104th

Year

We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

Central Camera
Has

Dlgl~al!

For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop
Source For All Your " Traditional" Photographic Needs ..
• • • Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs
We Stock:
• For The Digital Darkroom
• Digital Cameras
• Storage Media
- Printers
- CompactFiash
• Epson Inkjet
- MemoryStick
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimat ion
- MultiMedia & SecureDigital
- Inks for Epson Printers
- SmartMedia
- Inkjet Paper
-XD
• Bergger • Epson • IIfo rd
• Card Readers
• Konica • Legion
• More
• Lumijet • Tetenal
We Participate In Student I Faculty Photographic Equipment Purchase Plans From: Bogen, Bronica,
Contax, Hasselblad, leica, Mamiya, Pentax Professional and Tamron
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=FREE TICKETS! =
FROM THE DIRECfOR OF GIRL ON THE BRIDGE AND THE ~DOW OF SAINT-PIERRE

APOET. ATHIEF.
Two STRANGERS
WITH NOTHING IN COMMON
ARE ABouT TO TRADE
THEIR LIVEs FoR-ACHANcE
TO CHEAT . THEIR DESTINIES.

WINNER) (WINNER)
BEST PlcnJRE

BEST ACTOR

VENICE FILM FES11VAL

VENICE FILM FES11VAL

AUDIENCE AWARD

AUDIENCE AWARD

'

, ROCHEFORT

JOHNNY HALLYDAY

AN ON THE TRAIN
A N EW FILM BY PATRICE LECONTE
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'Dead' breathes life into Metro

Newest Olympic event goes 'Solo'

By Sean Sliver
Contributing Writer

By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor

The Austin-bred, art-punk
train wreck ... And You Will
Know Us by The Trail of
Dead made a stop at the Metro
on April 24, leaving the stage
(and the drum kit) in a twisted
heap of wreckage.
Touring in S!Jpport of its latest EP, The Secret of Elena s
Tomb, ...And You Will Know
Us by The Trail of Dead, better known by the abbreviated
name Trail of Dead, blazed
through an hour-long set that
left the capacity crowd yearning for more.
The band 's live show is
something that can't possibly
be captured on record, and
with the initial delicate notes
of "It Was There That I Saw
You," Trail of Dead's wall of
sound erupted into a frenzy of
dirty garage punk and sonic
mayhem.
The band played a heavy
representation of material
from their 2002 !nterscope
debut Source Tags & Codes,
including the fluctuating, delicate rhythms of "How Near,
How Far" and the album's
single, "Another Morning
Stoner."
With each song, it seemed
as if Trail of Dead was on the
brink of implosion, completely losing the song altogether,
but always managing to save
itself from collapse at the
very last second.
The band didn't neglect its
older, pre-Source Tags material, either, performing the
songs "A Perfect Teenhood"
and "Claire De Lune," both
from the Merge-released
album Madonna. Trail of

Dead's older material is definitely of a different mold than
the songs on their major-label
debut, but they don't lack any
of the intensity or spontaneity
featured in the newer material.
The songs off Madonna and
their self-titled debut definitely lack the accessibility of
songs from Source Tags, and
focus on jagged punk guitar,
howling screams and machine
gun drumming, rather than the
more melodic song structure
and emotional lyrics that are
featured on their last two
releases.
Perhaps more infamous
than its I 0-word moniker is
the propensity of band members to switch instruments
mid-set, as well as feature
multiple vocalists, culminating in the destruction of the
stage. Whatever is within
reach is mangled at some
point.
At a show last September at
the Riviera, the band totaled
its stage and equipment midset, resulting in an awkward
band-crowd sing-along until
the crew reassemb led the
stage. This night was no di fferent. At about the 60-minute
mark, the drum kit went down,
resulting in the sudden halt of
the set and no encore for the
sweaty, yet somewhat conservative crowd.
songs
earlier,
Two
singer/guitarist/drum mer
Conrad Keely questioned the
crowd, saying, "Can you stay
awake for two more [songs]?"
The crowd roared in approval
and finally displayed the emotion and enthusiasm that was
not evident in the rest of the
show. '

Don't expect any laugh tracks here. For more than
20 years, lmprovOlympic has been part of the
bustling nightlife of Wrigleyville. !mprovOiympic
has turned out some comic ' greats,' such as Chris
Farley, Tina Fey, Mike Meyers, Andy Dick and Andy
Richter.
The newest event, created by founder Chama
Halpern, is Solo Night at the Del Close Theater. Solo
Night allows creative writing and performance and
runs 45 minutes to an hour. Niki Lindgren kicks off
the series, soon to be a regular feature similar to Slug
Fest, which allowed actors/comedians to do a short
20-minute improvisational act.
Lindgren, who has lived in the Chicago area for
four years, has become part of the !mprov family.
Lindgren performed her act, "The Photosynthesis of
God and Man," twice before bringing it to Solo
Night. She first perfqrmed her act at Slug Fest, and
her show also tickled audiences in the recent Single
File series in March 2003.
"She has an incredible style. Because her work is
so physical, it is unique and beautiful. She tells the
story through her body, not through words. She has a
' less is more, more is less' approach to her work,"
explained Halpern.
Lindgren sacrificed the party life to stay focused
on her career. She studied her craft at Second City's
Conservatory, Annoyance and !mprov. To break into
the competitive business, she joined numerous
groups at !mprov, such as James Jackson and the allfemale Bevy, and makes frequent appearances with
Baby Wants Candy. Halpern caught onto Lindgren's
dedication and gave her a spot in the debut of
Chicago's Solo Night.
One would think the name of the act would deal
with some in-depth topics like evolution or other scientific theories, but Lindgren throws a curve ball at
the audience. "! remember when I was in seventh
grade, I was taking a science class, and photosynthesis just sounded like the coolest word in the world. I
thought it was such a big word that when I tried to
use big words, I used the word photosynthesis,"
Lindgren said.
Lindgren said she believes most art is taken way
too seriously. "! wanted the show to sound like a really deep kind of show. So that it had that contrast
when you actually see the show," she explained. "I
didn't want to just name it 'The Niki Show,' I want-

"Spirituality and Healing" Workshops
Scienceand Health was
helpful to me the first
time I read it. The book
has changed my thought
and my outlook on life.

Niki Lindgren stars in 'The Photosynthesis of God and
Man' at the lmprovOiympic May 14, 21 and 28.
ed to have fun with it." Her improv series pokes fun
at the conceptual shows that are running rampant in
the industry.
Lindgren uses dance and popular songs to bring
her stories to life. She makes fun of high school
dance squads and that awkward girl in the club who
couldn't dance. The awkward, insecure club girl who
prances around to Nelly's "Hot in Herre," attempts to
"get down" by jerking her body in stiff robotic
movements. It's a show sure to make people squirm
with awkward laughter.
The series kicks off on Wednesday May 14 at
lmprovOiympic, 3541 N Clark St. The series featuring Niki Lindgren also includes Sco/1 Duffperforming his "Alone a Homo Solo A Go-Go" with a limited run for May /4, 21 and 28. For more information,
call (773) 880-0199 O[ visit www.improvolymp.com.

SEE IT NOW!

B. E. Westlake Village, CA
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Weekly Horoscope (May 12-18)

Serious paperwork, promises for Taurus
By Lasha Seniuk
Tribune News Service
"(' Alles (M1n:h 21·Apt1120)
Social confidence is on the rise. Early this week, respond
quickly to new invitations or group proposals. Although
new attention is positive, remain sensitive to the needs of
long-term partners. Romantic triangles and social disagreements may be unavoidable over the next few weeks". After
Wednesday, a loved one may reverse a recent business or
financial decision. Ask for detailed explanations. Mistaken
assumptions or vague promises may require-diplomacy.

C)

TIWIII (Aprii21·MIIY 20)

Late Wednesday, love relationships may significantly
change. Many Taureans will begin an intense phase of
romantic negotiations. Past differences and old wounds will
resurface over the next five days. Expect loved ones to
demand reliable explanations of loyalty, trust and long-term
goals. Later this week, watch also for new financial restric·
tions or deadlines. Serious promises and complex paper·
work are unpredictable. Remain determined. Your needs are
valid.

li

Gemini (MirY 21-June 21)
Subtle issues of trust and ownership may be concerns this
week. At the moment, loved ones may fear abandonment or
social isolation. For the next few weeks, friends and lovers
will need to resolve difficult relations with authority figures
or address private romantic regrets. Before Saturday, expect
several dramatic outbursts. React quickly to unusual ques·
lions and refuse to be intimidated by strong emotion. A con·
fident explanation of the facts will bri ng the desired results.

§

C.ncer (June 22-July 22)

Recent business or financial decisions will become
demanding. Numbers, short-term obligations and expanding
business ventures will be continuing themes over the next
eight weeks. Some Cancerians, especially those born early
in July, may also experience a powerful wave of romantic
passion and creativity. After midweek, expect vague rela·
tionships to become active and mildly confrontational. Stay
alert. Romantic growth and new friendships are undeniable.

6/.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Business and social message$ are fast and unpredictable.

Early this week, watch for a recent work project to develop
sudden complications, limits or restrictions. Finances and
time obligations may be key concerns. Complete short-tenn
tasks quickly and let long-range accomplishments take care
ofthemselves. After Wednesday, a close friend may provide
unusual news. Broken love affairs or family disputes may be
accented.

11}

VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sepl22}

Home relations and long-term romantic partnerships will
be comfortable and familiar over the next few days. This is
an excellent time to regain energy, spend time with loved
ones or gently change your daily habits and panerns. Some
Virgos, especially those born between 1972 and 1980, may
experience a key shift in home relationships. Over the next
four weeks, loved ones will wrestle with issues of loyalty,
trust and shared goals. Avoid confrontation and all will be
fine.

!!:

Ubrl (Sepl23-0c:t. 23)
Recc;nt disagreements or vague answers from romantic
partners or loved ones will no longer be bothersome.
Beginning Tuesday afternoon and lasting for the next five
weeks, long-term relationships become predictable, com·
fortable and emotionally rewarding. Expect past issues of
mistrust or lost time in relationships to quickly fade. After
midweek, watch for a rare financial or business opportunity.
Advertising, retai l management or communications are
accented.

m.

Scorpio (Oel 24-NO¥. 21)

Family comfort, home repairs or renovations may require
extra attention over the next few days. Home and financial
security will slowly increase over the next four to five
weeks. Expect loved ones to request changes to home or
daily routines. Some Scorpios, esp;ecially those born
between 1971 and 1980, may experience a steady increase
in sensuality and romantic attraction over the next five
weeks. Ask for new commitments. New promises will be
worthwhile.
~

Sagltblr1us (New. 22·Dec. 21)

Social relationships are confusing this week. For the next
two days, expect friends and colleagues to be unpredictable
or unusually expressive. Key issues may involve feelings of
isolation at work or romantic tension. Avoid complex social
or romantic triangles for the time being. This is not a good
time to act as mediator between conflicted friends. Late

Friday afternoon, a romantic discussion may become high·
ly seductive and flirtatious. Respond honestly to all new
·
overtures.
"'~),

Clpltc:om (Dec. 22·JM. 20)

Past employment messages, business obligations or finan·
cia!"paperwork become complex over the next few days. For
many Capricorns, vague business relationships_ from the
past will require accurate definition or limits. Watch
finances carefully and expect records or receipts to be misleading. Early Wednesday, a four-week period of fast work
advances and new projects arrive. Expect unusual improvements. Get extra rest; new assignments will be draining.
Aquarius (JM. 21-feb. 19)

A close relationship will become briefly demanding this
week. Late Wednesday, expect a friend or loved one to ask
probing questions or find fault with a mutual friend.
Emotions are high. Watch for minor social differences to
quickly become dramatic. By early Friday, unresolved tensions will likely fade. Remain patient and watch for steady
improvements. However, periodic disagreements can still be
expected for the next four weeks. Don' t pick sides. lllere's
too much to lose.

H

Pisces (Feb. 20-Man:h 20)
Authority figures or business managers may be difficult this
week. Expect emotional demands in the workplace to be
intense and highly political. Some Pisceans, especially those
born late in February, may also experience a powerful and
unexpected romantic proposal on the work scene. Take extra
time to sort out your feelings. A cautious, well-evaluated
response is best Thursday through Sunday, social plam are
unpredictable. Expect fast disruptions and new time schedules.

If your birthday Is this week ...
Ask key officials qr older ,family members for special
favors over the next nine weeks. Planetary alignments indicate that authority figures will respond favorably to all
requests. After mid-July, a seven-month phase-of romantic
intensity and positive emotional decisions arrives in yOIJr
life. Expect close friends or potential lovers to propose com·
plex social changes or deepening commitments. Trust yo·ar
instincts and set a slow pace. At present, it is important that
steady progress between loved ones be respected. Later this
summer, watch also for a quick series of job proposals or
opportunities for skill advancement. Don't hesitate to make
key changes.
•

Columbia College/
Children's Memorial Hospital

Blood•

•Drive
Tuesday, May 13
1 :00-7:00 pm

Community Lounge at
the Residence Center

731 S. Plymouth Ct.
Chicago, ll 60605
.For An Appointment Call: Student Health Center 312.344 .6830
731 S. Ply111outh Ct ., lower level
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herine A. Getty
cas R. Skorczeski
hienna N. Kujawa
Nazaneen Saebre
·Noudjal Gamougoun
AEMM
Daniel Guzman
Audio
Eric Wolfram
Early Childhood
Alexandra Eideberg
E.i.lrilN-ideo
Jennifer Rinaldo
Dance
Hettie Barnhill
Photography
Katie Hewitt

~~

Marketing
Nicole Joseph
Theater
Brandon Lewis
Journalism
Kelsey D. Minor
Radio
Meagan Juneau
Television
Justin A. Kulovsek ·.

I.J ~nnah
~::;::::;
~ ~

Skukas
Interactive Multimedia
Jessica Tello
Graduate
Chante Y. Stepney
Gennifer Jackson

Referendum Questions
Shall Kathy Gresney be retained as SGA press secretary? YES
Shall future SGA elections be held online? YES
Shall students grades be issued with plus or minus? NOT YET DETERMINED
Shall the number of graduate senators be reduced from three to two? NO
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The 2003 edition of Who's Who will include the names of 25 students from Columbia College who have been selected as national outstanding campus leaders
Campus nominating committees and editors of the annual directory
have included the names of these students based on their academic
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular
activities and potential for continued success.
They join an elite group of students from more than 2,300 institutions
of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and several
foreign nations.
Outstanding students have been honored in the annual directory since
it was first published in 1934.

Students named this vear from Columbia College are:
1. Lori Bieniek
2. Aja Johnson
3. Ashley Jackson
4. Laila AI-Charr
5. Anni Holm
6. Brian Hogan
7. Jessica Guzman
8. Nicholas Krebill
9. Antionette Aris
10. Sam Lembeck
11. Crystal Profit
12. Matthew Muniz
13. Sarah Koteles

of the omce of Student leadershiP.

14.
15·.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Justin Kulovsek
Kimberley Williams
Brian Strugulewski
Chante Stepney
Jennifer Rinaldo
D. Joey Hager
Megan Juneau
Kelsey Minor
Latoya Wolfe
Lauren Czocher
Eric Wolfram
Gina Jiannuzzi
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Sugar Ray sweetens Chicago crowd Poetry celebration a wheel of emotion
0

Opening act outshines Matchbox Twenty

into "Fly," with a rambunctious McGrath
running through the audience causing
many to flee from their seats to get a
~
closer peek at the rock star. .
Matchbox Twenty brought their More
About a half an hour later, Matchbox
Tha~ You Think You Are tour, featuring Twenty took to the stage, which was
special guest Sugar Ray, to the United heavily decked out with video screens in
Center on May 3.
the background and lighting effects in
Sugar Ray took to the stage introduc- the front.
Lead singer Rob Thomas, with a mor~
ing the band's new single, "Mr.
Bartender (It 's So Easy)." With the out- subtle stage presence than McGrath's,
standing charisma of lead singer Mark lured the crowd into the mellower tunes
McGrath, it was no wonder the set was a which define Matchbox Twenty. The
crowd-pleaser. Playing only two songs band slowed the frenzied pace set by
from their upcoming album, In The Sugar Ray, with past hits li ke "Bent,"
_Pursuit of Leisure, due out June 3 the "3AM" and "Mad Season."
boys stuck to the songs that put the:O on
Playing several songs off of their recent
the charts.
album More Than You Think You Are, the
The crowd sang along and danced to crowd had a difficult time singing along,
the beat, as did McGrath with his causing Thomas to apologize to the fans
California boy moves. The stage, not who haven't bought the CD yet.
overly extravagant, was transformed into
Wanting to rock out like Sugar Ray,
a bar, complete with a bartender. Thomas successfully led the crowd into a
Combining all of the elements that made cover version of Wings' "Jet." The supethem famous, like 1995 's " Mean . rior effects were the perfect complement
Machine" (from their rock/metal days) to the songs with bright playful images
and 1999's "Every Morning," the band . covering .the screens and flashy lights
proved that they have something for dancing to the beat.
every music lover.
Although Matchbox Twenty isn't conThe fi nal song oft.he set went out to all sidered a party band like its opening act,
the men and women serving our country. Sugar Ray, the band did a reasonable job
As McGrath stated, "you may not sup- in keeping the fans hyped.
port the cause, but you got to support the
But Sugar Ray stole the show. Even
troops. Without them de fending our playing to a larger crowd than usual, this
co~nt!)'. we would not be here today
band has got its moves down. As the
enJoymg our freedom."
· song says: " When it's over, that's the
And on that note, the band launched time I fall in love again."

By Angela Gelsomlno
Contributing Writer
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Open late hours
7 days a week
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM
Saturdays till 5 AM
World Famous Buffalo Wings
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap

By Matlja Dujmovlc
Staff Writer
International, national and local
poets used their diverse talents and
techniques through comedy, tragedy,
cultural representation, music and
experimental soundscapes at the
Prism of Poetry Celebration, which
wrapped up National P6etry Month
on April 29 at the Hokin Annex.
Robert Karimi, art director of the
Guild Complex, an independent nonprofit cultural center, was the event's
host and co-sponsor. He is also a poet,
but did not perform. He said: "As a
host, I am there to let the poets shine."
Local poet Marlon Esguerra, a
member of the Pan-Asian spoken
word troupe I Was Born With Two
Tongues, started his set with
excerpts from his latest manuscript,
Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle
reciting poems inspired by his
father's death. His poems were full Marlon Esguerra performs his poetry act at The
of repetition and in one poem, enti- Prism of Poetry Celebration at the Hokin Annex
tled "Alter," he both questioned his on April 29.
father's role as a father and his role
as a son, inquiring whether they lived up Angeles, performed a humorous rant
about a prissy, uptight, ex-girl friend
to the each other's expectations.
Sarwat Rumi, a native New Yorker entitled " Never Date a Biographical
who has recited poems since the age of 5, Poet."
"I try to blend interesting and unusual
took the stage next. She sang about rape,
women-related issues and cultural and metaphors in my work," Kadosh said.
Alexis O'Hara closed the show with
religious identity.
"It's important for women, especially the unique use of her voice, which she
women of color to claim [the stage] and records with a sampler and plays back
during her performance, using foot
make truth public," Rumi said.
"Sarwat's piece stood out," said petals. She then recites her poems over
Kathryn J. Deiss of the Chicago Library her "voice beat."
O'Hara's pieces were moody, atmosSystem and a sponsor of the Prism of
pheric and, at times, funny.
Poetry Celebration.
"It was interesting, but I'm not really
Deiss said her assistant invited the
Guild Complex and the Columbia into poetry. It was exciting-the special
Library to be a part of the program. She effects," said Teresa Ochoa, a junior comsaid the event was "fabulous and fun. It puter animation major, referring to
O' Hara's performance. Ochoa was part of
gave me hope for society."
Kim Hale, head of collection manage- the small crowd that attended the event.
O'Hara said she was glad to be part of
ment for Columbia's library agreed.
"They all had their unique perspective," the Prism of Poetry Celebration, but like
the other poets, she said she wished more
she said.
Eitan Kadosh, a poet from Los people would have attended the event.

ROGER EBERT RAVES!

"ONCE AGAIN, NEIL LAB UTE PROVES HIMSELF ONE OF THE MOST
LITERATE, PENETRATING AND DARKLY HUMOROUS DIRECTORS."

THE SHAPE OF THINGS
GRETCHEN MOL PAUL RUDQ UCHEL WEISZ FREDERICK WELLER
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"GO
SEE IT!"
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O£SQUIRE
Ntar North 800/555·TELL
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eWIII.UI'S 131111Y CUT1IE eEVAIISTON CINWTS &
Chicago N 7731248~7744

Evanston 847/492~123

NOPASSES OR REDUCED NJMISSION COUPONS ACCEPTfO. CALL TH£/o TRES FOR SHOW TIMES.
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Book Review

Fashion

Political history
exposed by Vowell

Continued from Page 21
she added that the professional models, hired
from the Ford modeling agency, didn't mesh
with her designs.
"My clothes are for more curvaceous and
urbanized women," she said. "The c lothes don~t
really reflect that when put on the moders."
Rosemarie Ci evo, a fashion design alumna,
said the program descriptions were vague and
the designers deserved more credit.
.
"The quality of the craftsmanship was higher
than the last two years, which were also good,"
Hayes said. "But I think that's really where the
work is improving. If you tum them inside out,
most of the garments would look almost as
good as they did coming down the runway."
Hayes, who works at 1154 Lill Studios, a
Chicago-based custom handbag company, said
she plans to stay in Chicago after graduation
and if more people would follow suit, the local
fashion industry would be better off.
"A lot of people who make it in L.A. or New
York are from Chicago. Maybe everyone
should stick around for a few years and we'd be
more recognized," she said.

By Lori Frank
Contributing Writer

A model wears a white gauze bodice and skirt
designed by Aubrey Kyrsn Koplar.

Jazzdance
Continued from Page 21
tinued for nearly the entire second act.
The rest of the company did, for a few minutes,
join the stage for a depressing rendition of death.
It's a dance full of images-a dancer alone in a
spotlight, dancers taking a knee with a sense of
mourning and a circle of never-ending movement
that unexpectedly disappears. When all of the
dancers joined the stage, a more hypnotic continuous drumming beats away in the background. But
then the deep, bass voice returned, delivering the
eulogy again, making audience members weep.
"Swing Concerto," the final piece of the program
began with the fami liar hom section of"Sing, Sing,
Sing, Sing." The performance featured quirky renditions of ')ump-jive-'n'-wail" dancing, nothing
remotely similar to traditional swing dance. The
offbeat costumes consisted of mismatching plaids,
prints and vibrant neon colors, and were more of a
headache than a highlight to the performance. The
dancers did a lot of random chasseing across the

stage and there was barely any partner dancing,
jumps or throws.
This form of "dance" veers from the traditional
forms of dance-ballet, lyrical, tap and jazz.
Choreographers such as Bob Fosse, Martha
Graham and George Balanchine have renowned
works that the dance industry celebrates and recognizes as a tool for future choreography, none of
which were on display during the evening. Much
of the troupe's dancing involved arm flapping, but
not much legwork was done.
Buraczeski has invested his career in the jazz
genre. And he even said that his inspiration comes
from choreographers like Fosse, Balanchine, Jack
Cole and Gene Kelly. However, it was not apparent
in any of the pieces performed by Jazzdance.
Dance is meant to move the audience, to inspire
and draw the audience into the performance, but
with the lack of a definitive style, Buraczeski's
Jazzdance falls flat.

concerns. Hers is politics. She
describes her membership in a political e-mail group of AI Gore supportD id you sob the moment George ers as "a bunch of nerds rooting for a
W. Bush took the oath of office ofthe. nerd."
She tells of the trek they took to
president of the United States? Do
you have an unexplair)able fascina- protest at the sure-to-be-depressing
tion with the bloody battle of inauguration of George W. Bush. In
Gettysburg? Are you a sucker for the end, the only way she manages to
Puritan New England? For all closet protest is to burst into tears just as
history buffs and politically-minded Bush finishes taking his oath ofoffice.
She describes the election of 2000
Americans, The Partly Cloudy
Patriot by Sarnh Vowell is a thought- as "revenge of the nerds," only this
provoking ride through America's time, the jock won. Not all the stories
past and present, told on a grand polit- are about politics. In "The First
ical scale, and at the same time from a Thanksgiving," she tells of the awkward dynamics of a Montana family,
smaller, more personal point of view.
Vowell, a commentator on National out of its element when her parents
Public Radio "This American Life" and sister visit her for the first time in
and author of Take the c;annoli, offers New York over Thanksgiving. The
a collection of amusing personal sto- story ends with a family trip to the
ries that cover such broad topics as observation deck of the Empire State
her life as a Montanan-tumed-New- Buildir)g: "And there we stand, side
Yorker, her admiration of President by side, sharing a thought like the
Lincoln, why Tom Cruise makes her family we are. My sister wishes she
nervous, and the potential exhibits in were home. My mom and dad wish
Bill Clinton's presidential library: they were home. I wish they were
" Insert stained dress joke here."
home too."
In one particularly entertaining
She is a self-proclaimed nerd. She
declares: "I am a history buff: I am story, Vowell describes the obsession
one 1-800 number away from order- she shares with two of her male
ing the lime-Life World War II series friends over the basketball arcade
off the TV. I have set my alarm so I game Pop-A-Shot.
After all,
wouldn't miss a C-SPAN live remote "Goofmg off is one of the central
from the house of the Revolutionary obligations
of
American
War pamphleteer Thomas Paine. I citizenship," where they often cut out
celebrated my 13th birthday at ofwork in the middle ofthe afternoon
Grant's tomb." And we love her for to throw miniature basketballs into a
her nerdiness and wish we had paid short hoop in an arcade full of chilcloser attention in our I Oth grade dren. They fmd the game much more
American History class.
fulfilling and worthwhile than "movIn the longest story, ''The Nerd ing-around-basketball."
These stories are invariably enterVoice," she describes the Internet as
the nerd Israel-a place where nerds taining, thought provoking and
can come together and explore in hu.morous. They speak to the spirit of
detail
their · very
specific America in all of us.
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A self proclaimed
badass,
fa tass,
jew,
dyke,
amputee,
performance artist,
writer
and activist.
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1623 s.-w~ash
For More Information E-mail
vshannon~olum.ed u
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Failure
5 Guns it in
neutral

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260

9 Pocket breads
14 ·_She Sweet'
15_yera

ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked comic
book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com .

11! Grownup

17 Pay back
19 Salami variety

20 Self-image
2 I Putting between
23 Put through
another cycle
25 Bishopric
26 Lennon's widow
27 Light knock
29 'Pygmalion"
playwright
32 God of love
36 Epic tales
40 Autobahn
cruiser
41 Pulsate
43 Forum robe
44 Senator Lou
46 Nabisco treat
47 Chicken
quarters
48 Hiatus
SO Extreme degree
52 Commotion
55 Wa tched
62 Sys tems of
working parts
64 Live and breathe
65 Of early
Peruvians
66 B reaking point
68 Smarted
69 Roof piece
70 Place a stake
7 1 Cattle
collectives
72 Luge or
toboggan
73 PC operator
DOWN
t Sea or way
follower
2 Feudal lord
~ ,With the upper
hand
4 Mom-and-pop

~;~ker

5
6 Thrill
7 Yeas and nays

31

Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play.
Pay included. Call Faith Di_ggs 312-666-0892
Valet Parking Attendant-.Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871

C 20C3 Trib!.a'W Midi~; s.ntolon, Inc.
AU rlgnt• teunoecl.

8 Crystal gazers
9 As1an temples
10 Fateful day
11 Former Barbary
State

12 Separate
13 Actors'platlorm
18 One of a pride
22 Classroom
favorite
24 Using oars
28 Uneven in
quality
29 Plopped
30 "Ben_"
31 Citric cooler
33 Unit of
conductance
34 Former Bruin
Bobby
35 Fish eggs
37 Sticky stuff
38 In the past
39 N itwit
42 Hatted, say at
Easter
45 Receipts
49 Writer's tool

05105103

Solutions
8 3 s n
3 J. N V
MV 8 J.
3 8 "
N 0 3 A
H
d 0 0:)
0
l
"0
S II 0 II
d
3 3 s
0 N I S
II 0 N 3
J. 1 n a
S II J. I

51
52
53
54

a

s
s
3
J.

S
II

a
0
0
11
d

3 1 s
3 1 I J.
J. s " 1
3 I 8 3 N
N II l d 3
N
d
0 3 8 0
8 0 8 H J.
I; 0 1'4"
J.
0
3 s s 3 :)
d 8 3 J. N
3 J. II I
3 0 1 II
3 8

s "

Polanski film
Mennonite sect
Italian poet
Take place
56 Bombards
57 Bring up the

rear

s a

8 3 H
0 N n J. s
N V :) N I
I H :) "1'4
)I
o a 11
II 0
J. N 3 8 J.
1 a
n "
Mil H S
N 0
0 8 d 3 8
I
0 0 3
1 II J_ 3 8
J. N I II
d 0 1 _;

58 Usher's route
59 Merits
60 Speak
pompously
6 1 More recent
63 Crewman
67 Greek letter

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM: CALL
... ISl~~:-~4,4-.]432 FOR
p·MORE INFORMATION.'

Chicago Wholesale Internet fully loaded Dialup accounts
$89.88 yearly pre-pay($7.491mon), $9.49 monthly 56K access,
Wholesale T1 , and DSL $37.991mon. Call 773 262 9982
questions@issconline.com - www.issconline.com signup online on
a secure server. Account will be activated in 30 minutes or less.
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, WID in
unit, indoor parking , fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com
1430 S. Michigan Ave - 1 BR condo ready for move-in May 1st.
Hdwd firs, WID in unit, closet space for two. Building has storage
and rooftop sundeck. $1 ,1251month, garage pkg available.
847-366-214 7.
Pilsen Large 3 Bedroom, 1700 W. Cullerton, 2 Blocks from train.
High Ceilings, Hardwood Floors, Storage, Free Parking, Available
May 1st and June 1st. $695-$795 (773) 456-7553
DePaul Area - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath A/C no pets. Immediate or May
1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545 Linda 630-574-81 24
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked
comic book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com.
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 43 & Union $750 per month
New rehab, new appliances, 3 bedroom, 6 room apart.
Basement, fenced yard garage space avail June 1
Call 773-255-2348
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and NOT
just online

London . ..... $2"95
Paris •..... .. .. $325
Amsterdam ... $315
Sydney .. .. . $1449
Madrid ......... $388
Rio de Janeiro ..$588
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after aii.:Now that's the true meaning of happiness.
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Fare is roundtrip from Chicago. Subject to change and av~ilability. Tax not
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Give the.gift of life to an infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian donors
.. College educated preferred
• ~etween the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymo·us

847.656.8733
,,.

'

For More I n f o rm a tion

~
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emo d m f o@egg4 1 1 com
Th e C enter f or- Egg Opllon $ llhno1s, LLC
www cgg -4 1 1 com

Unde rg ro l!!J.~chif~f~nt
this week,s specials:

Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

Fried Chicken mashed potatoes, gravy, vegetable $4.00
Individual Pizza roasted garlic, sundried tomato, pine nuts $4.00
Chicken Wrap ·Chi~ken, romaine, walnuts, dried cherries, celery,
gorgonzola dressing

$3.75

Monday -Chicken Noodle, Tuesday - Cheddar Broccoli,
Wednesday - Cream of ChiCken Rice, Thursday - Lentil
We have Fried Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers everyday!

_<· ::•·
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OIYBFAT
Around Chicago------Target to sponsor book fair
Minneapolis-based Target Corp. announced its
namesake store will sponsor this year's Chicago
Tribune Printers Row Book Fair, the largest such
fair in the Midwest.
The Tribune purchased the fair last year from
the Near South Planning Board, a neighborhood
community group.
The annual event, scheduled this year for June
7-8, attracts more than 80,000 people each year
to the Dearborn Street fair.

Sixth annual improv fest
lmprov is invading Chicago en mass May
11-18, as the city presents its sixth annual improv
festival.
On 10 stages at an array of area theaters and
pubs, performers from around the world have
been scheduled to participate in the fest. Short
and feature length films , a cabaret, a family segment and a free day at the Chicago Cultural
Center will accompany the actors throughout the
week.
The festival will be kicked off on May 11 at noon
with a family day at the Claudia Cassidy Theater
at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington
St.
Event admission costs and times
(773) 235-8070 for more information.

Loop the Loop for free
The Chicago Transit Authority recently restarted its annual sequence of free Loop tours. The
tours will be offered each Saturday at 11 :35 a.m.,
12:15 p.m., 12:55 p.m. and 1:35 p.m., according
to the CTA's website, and will begin at the
Randolph/Wabash el stop.
Sponsored by the Chicago Architecture
Foundation and the Chicago Office of Tourism
and the CTA, the tours are used to provide a historic look at the inner Loop.
Caii 1-877-CHICAGO for more information.

Heather MorrisoniChroni

Rhapsody Restaurant, 65 E. Adams St, preps Its outdoor eating area for the spring and summer months. Rhapsody
Is located behind the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
~,....-.,,....,-

Market offers summer deals
The New Maxwell Street Market-the oldest
street side marketplace in Chicago, according to
the city of Chicago website-accommodates 480
venders from around the world each Saturday
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Locatep on Canal Street and Roosevelt Road,
the market features a variety of products for sale.
It's sponsored by Mayor Richard M. Daley and
the Department of Consumer Service and has
become known as a seasoned Chicago tradition.
Visit www.cityofchicago.org for more information.

HPRN to discuss new plan
The Historic Printers Row Neighbors, a neighborhood committee within the South Loop, will
hold their monthly meeting on May 14 at 7 p.m. at
Grace Place, 637 S. Dearborn St. The committee
will discuss the details of the South Loop Plan,
and the new recreation center on the corner of
Harrison and State streets.
Visit www.hrpn.org or call (312) 409-1700 for
more information.
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If you have an ·
upcoming event or
l)nnouncement, can the
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 3«·7255.
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Where to get your candy
May 12 is Candy Day at the Daley Civic Center,
55 E. Washington St.
Part of Mayor Daley's month of May cultural
program series, Candy Day will showcase
Chicago's favorite candy vendors and a variety of
candy-related activities, including a performance
by Navy Pier's Pier Players.
This event is free and is open to the public. The
candy fun will start at noon.
Call (312) 346-3278 for more information.
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• A•imllar Incident wurei)()Nd at
the gaa alation on April ~1 at S:50
a.m. Alvin Lewlt, ~7. of 646 S.
State St wu taken Into custody.
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Daycare teaches kids 'fun'damentals
0
'Children learn
through play' at A
Child's Space

By Chris Papateodoru
Staff Writer
A new enterprise in the
South Loop is making a business out of the ABCs and
123s.
A Child's Space, at 1020 S.
Wabash Ave., is 5,200 sq uare
feet dedicated to making
learning fun.
Upon entering the building,
there's little doubt that, as the
name of the preschool suggests, this truly is a child's
space.
Three tiny chairs are lined
up near the doorway, and the
walls are painted with light
colors, one of them with
clouds-keeping with the center's tagl ine: "A Child's Space
Early Literacy and Learning
Center: Where the sky is the
limit!"
In the background, the children can often be heard
singing and dancing to various
children 's songs like
"Pop
Goes
the
Weasel."
"Our philosophy is
that children learn
through play," said
Kimberly Burt, owner
of A Child's Space.
" We like to create our
curriculum learning
experience
around
what we call discovery learning: hands-on learning experiences."

The center currently has 19
children en rolled and a staff of
five, Burt sai d. A Child's
Space currently accepts children 2 to 6 years old, but starting with the summer session,

infants over 7 months and toddlers wi ll also be able to
attend.
The children learn several
different subjects and concepts throughout the day, such
as math, computers, science
and reading.
Burt mentioned a program
the center participated in
where children were striving
to read I 00 books in I00 days.
They completed the task and
were treated to a parade lead
by none other than Clifford the
Big Red Dog.
"We're very child-centered,
very focused on early learning
experiences for chi ldren that
help build on their fo undations
for future learning," Burt said.
"We believe in indi vidual
expression. So we give children a lot of opportunities
throughout the day to feel
their way and find the ir
strengths and develop these
skills."
Romina Kee, whose 2-yearold son Randall attends the
center, echoed Burt's sentiments.
" It's a nice ratio of teachers
to children," she said.
~) ()('__..--..,

SOUTH LOOP

Parents come in and out
throughout the day to pick up
the ir children. Some of the
ch ildren are on a part-ti me
schedule, so they're only there
for three or four hours. But
those who attend fu ll-time are
there for most of the day.
The children receive catered
food and each get a cot to nap
on when they're tired. And
there's always somethi ng to
do, like working in the theme
room.

Adrianna Nava, who's been
an employee at A Child's
Space for a few weeks, was in
the theme room working on a
farm theme. The room is
always changing, and the children get to participate in transform ing it into different
themes, whether it's the alphabet or the weather.
Nava was drawing animals
on paper to decorate the walls
of the room . She held up one
of her drawings for Burt to
see.
"A goat, right?" Burt said.
"It's great!,
" I love working here," Nava
said later. " I love kids. If I
were a parent, I would bring
my kids here."
Burt
said
she
opened the center in
the
South
Loop
because it is a growing community. Many
of the children who
attend A Child's
Space live nearby or
have parents who
work in the area, such
as Kee 's husband.
" It's right in the middle of
everything that you could ever
want in downtown Chicago,"
Burt said. " It's not uncommon
for us to just, on a regular day,
take our children for a trip
over to the [Shedd] Aquarium
or to the Fie ld Museum,
whereas other schools would
have to go and rent a bus to do
that kind of thing."
Burt, who earned her master 's degree in early childhood
at Howard Univers ity in
Washington, D.C., has taught
at elementary and preschool
levels as well as child deve lopment classes in coll eges
around the city.
She also works in educational sales for a publishing
company.
When Burt was helping her
fami ly find a daycare center
for her nephew, she visited
many places, but couldn' t find
any that she fe lt comfortable
with.
"It inspired me to want to
open a place where fami lies
could drop off their children in
the morning and never look
back," she said. "Never look
back and think, ' Is he going to
be OK here?' So we've really
tried to build a quality program where our parents trust
us and trust what we do and
our kids have a really good
time. We know that they're
learning at the same time."
For more information on A
Child's Space, call (3 12) 43 I1234,
or
vis it
http//www.achi ldspace.com.

BUSINESS
"[Randall) is getting a lot of
attention here."
Kee brought her son to A
Chi ld's Space more than a
month ago and said that, so
far, "it's been great." Her husband works nearby, and the
hours are flex ible, she said.

The outside of A Child's Space, 1020 S. Wabash Ave.

Gas-tank blast engulfs West Side business
0

'Inferno' snuffs out area electrici-

ty, leaves an employee injured
By Angela Caputo
Contributing Editor
One person was injured in a four-alarm blaze on
May 6 when a gas tank exploded inside a West Side
truck-repair shop.
Acorn Garage Inc., 1146 W. Hubbard St., a family
business run by three generations of the Truppa family men, went up in flames following what witnesses
described as a loud, popping sound , followed by
intense, billowing black smoke.
" It was literally an inferno," said Steve Statland,
owner of Statland Cartase, a local trucking business
next door to the garage. "It was spectacular."
More than a dozen emergency vehicles were
deployed to the scene of the fire at 11 :45 a.m., when
the incident was phoned in, according to Commander
Will Knight of the Chicago Fire D epartment.
One Acorn employee was rushed to John H. Stroger
Jr. Hospital of Cook County, according to a Fire
Department official. Hospital officials were not able to
comment on the status of the victim.
"When I saw the smoke and didn't see any mechanics I was really scared," Statland said.
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Nearly a dozen other workers escaped the
blaze unscathed, according to witnesses.
Joy Redmond, of the 1000 block of West
Hubbard, said she ran outside, a larmed
when she heard a popping noise from the
initial explosion.
"Almost immediately, you could see a
black cloud go up in the air," Redmond said .
"There was a lot of black smoke, huge billows."
Eyewitnesses said they were overwhelmed with the constant stream of thick
smoke that poured out of the building for
hours.
The fire crew immediately drenched
neighboring buildings to deter the fire from
spreading, according to the on-site Fire
Department crew.
"The firemen did a great job saving my
building," Statland said. "[But], there was
no way they could save the [garage]."
Although the Fire Department declared
the fire "struck out" at 12:30 p.m., the onestory garage continued smoldering into the
night and the following morning.
On May 7, police barricaded the 1100
block of West Hubbard, while two fire
engines continued to blast the caved in
building with a steady stream of water.
The power remained out on the north side
of West Hubbard Street well into the afternoon of the next day. Even the westbound
Metra trains, with tracks approximately 100
feet from the garage, halted service until
around noon when the fire was brought
under control, according to a May 7 article
in the Chicago Tribune.
The cause of the explosion and subsequent fire is under investigation, Knight
said.
''These guys recently put a tremendous
amount of money into redoing the building," Statland said. ''This is really a shame."
Statland, who also operates a familyowned business, said his and the Truppa
family have had nearly 70 years of history
operating side-by-side in the neighborhood.
"We both bought these businesses from our
fathers," he said .
Acorn Garage Inc. has set up shop temporarily at Hubbard Street and Damen
Avenue, about 10 blocks away, until their
building is restored. The garage owners
were unavailable for comment.

Rrefighters and emergency technicians battle flames after
a gas tank exploded Inside a West Side business. They
-;-The Associated .Press contributed to Residentl watch 81 smoke pours from the roof of the neighbor'• Ill
managed to salvage the main portion of the building.
this report.
Acorn Garage Inc.
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IKEA sets sights on South Loop area
0
Store could be a 'traffic nightmare,' says group
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer

'-----------------l

The Swedish furniture retailer lKEA is
eyeing the South Loop as a possible location for its flfSt Chicago store, the company
announced last week.
The site, Roosevelt Road and Clark
Street, would be across the street from the
proposed Target store.
"We are looking at a variety of sites in the
Chicago area," said JKEA spokesman
Joseph Roth, who declined to reveal a time
frame for the project.
"[We are] hopeful that our second store in
the Chicagoland area will be in the city of
Chicago, but we have not chosen a site yet,"
he said.
At about 300,000 square feet, the South
Loop IKEA store would be significantly
smaller than the company 's 465,000square-foot Schaumburg store.
With no official plans from IKI:lA, South
Loop neighbors told the Chronicle they predi~1 u mixed reaction.
''The community Mays u lot of dlfl'crent
thingH," snid Tommy 8C1JtncH, executive
director of the New South AsHOCiutlon, u
neighborhood adviH<Jry group covering the

South Loop.
"A lot of the people that our organization
represents are supportive," he said.
Bezanes believes that most residents who
are opposed to a large store like IKEA are
concerned because of the traffic and high
volume of people.
But, as more homes are being created,
Bezanes said he believes that large storeslike Dominick's, Jewel-Oseo, and possibly
Target and IKEA- wiU help support this
growing community.
"It would be a huge impact in the area as
far as traffic, but I haven't heard any plans
yet," said Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, president and executive director of the Near
South Planning Board, "It's too congested
as it is from Canal [Street] all the way down
to Roosevelt [Road]."
Sanchez-Carlson said the planning of a
store as large as the proposed 300,000square-foot structure would be a "traffic
engineer's nightmare."
The South Loop hus been home to small
"mom-and-pop" retai ler.; that nrc closely
bundled together, but the oren is becoming
more rcsldcntinl nnd officials predict some
residents are conflicted because of comrncrclnllzntlon.
"I think there wlllnlwuys be n mnrlcet for
rnorn-and· pop shops," snld Bczanes, who
ulso owns the rcstuumnt Stttnding Room
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Only in Printers' Row. ''I think it's too simplistic to say one will gobble up the other."
IKEA offers modem home furnishings at
discount prices, and Bezanes said he
believes there will always be a IDUiket for
the types of products smaller retailers sell
because the offerings are different.
"As our community develops down here
in the South Loop, we need more goods and
services," Bezanes said.
What a lot of people love about the South
Loop is the historic buildings and the historic Printers' Row district, and though
many were opposed to supermarkets like
Dominick's and Jewel-Osco, Bezanes said
there is a need for some commercial busi-

nesses.
"For so long the South Loop was home to
printing businesses, and now it bas had
huge residential growth," Bezanes said. He
nlso said that adding large retail development projects like IKEA produce a good
by-product and strive to reach one common
goal-creating more jobs.
BclJmes also said he believes that n large
store like IKEA would benefit college students by offering pnrt·time work near whnt
he rcfem:d to as "education row."
Roth said finding a site fur 11 new IKEA
store is difficult because the company does
not want to take 1u1y huslness from the store
In Schmunburg.

